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Item 1.01

Entry Into a Material Definitive Agreement.

On November 2, 2020, Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. (the “Company”) completed its previously announced underwritten public offering (the
“Offering”) of $750,000,000 in aggregate principal amount of the 2.750% Notes due 2050 (the “Notes”). The Notes were offered and sold pursuant to a
prospectus, dated October 27, 2020 (the “Base Prospectus”), forming a part of the Company’s shelf registration statement on Form S-3 (Registration
No. 333-249689), and a prospectus supplement, dated October 29, 2020. The Company intends to use the net proceeds from the Offering, along with
short-term borrowings and cash on hand, to redeem in full its 3.40% Notes due December 2021 and its 2.90% Notes due November 2022. Pending such
application of the net proceeds, the Company may temporarily invest the net proceeds in interest-bearing accounts or shorter term interest-bearing debt
instruments.
In connection with the Offering, the Company entered into an underwriting agreement, dated October 29, 2020 (the “Underwriting Agreement”),
between the Company and Barclays Capital Inc., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, as
representatives of the several underwriters named therein (the “Underwriters”), providing for the issuance and sale by the Company to the Underwriters
of the Notes. The Underwriting Agreement includes customary representations, warranties, covenants and closing conditions. It also provides for
customary indemnification by each of the Company and the Underwriters against certain liabilities and customary contribution provisions in respect of
those liabilities.
The Notes were issued under an indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002 (the “Base Indenture”), between the Company and The Bank of New York
Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (the “Trustee”), as successor trustee to JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., as supplemented by a ninth supplemental indenture,
dated as of November 2, 2020 (the “Ninth Supplemental Indenture”), between the Company and the Trustee, establishing the terms of the Notes (the
Base Indenture, as so supplemented, the “Indenture”). The Indenture and the form of the Notes, which is attached as an exhibit to the Ninth
Supplemental Indenture, provide, among other things, that the Notes are unsecured obligations of the Company.
The Notes were priced to the public at 99.735% of the principal amount thereof. The Notes will mature on November 15, 2050 and will bear interest
from and including November 2, 2020 at a rate of 2.750% per year. The Company will pay interest on the Notes on May 15 and November 15 of each
year, commencing on May 15, 2021.
Prior to May 15, 2050, the Company may redeem the Notes, at its option, at any time and from time to time, as a whole or in part, at a redemption price
equal to the greater of (i) 100% of the principal amount of the Notes to be redeemed and (ii) a make-whole amount as set forth in the Indenture, plus
accrued and unpaid interest on the Notes to be redeemed to, but excluding, the redemption date. Commencing on May 15, 2050, the Company may
redeem the Notes, at any time in whole or from time to time in part, at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount of the Notes to be
redeemed, plus accrued and unpaid interest on the Notes to be redeemed to, but excluding, the redemption date.
Subject to certain limitations, in the event of a change of control repurchase event, the Company will be required to make an offer to purchase the Notes
at a price equal to 101% of the principal amount of the Notes, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to, but excluding, the date of repurchase. The
Indenture also contains certain limitations on the Company’s ability to incur liens and enter into sale lease-back transactions, as well as customary
events of default.
A copy of the Underwriting Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 1,1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and is incorporated by reference herein. A
copy of the Base Indenture is incorporated by reference as Exhibit 4.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K, and a copy of the Ninth Supplemental
Indenture is attached as Exhibit 4.2 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and is incorporated by reference herein. The above descriptions of the material
terms of the Underwriting Agreement, the Base Indenture, the Ninth Supplemental Indenture and the Notes, as applicable, do not purport to be complete
and each is qualified in its entirety by reference to the relevant exhibit.
Item 2.03

Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance Sheet Arrangement of a Registrant.

The information set forth in Item 1.01 above with respect to the Notes and the Indenture is hereby incorporated by reference into this Item 2.03 insofar
as it relates to the creation of a direct financial obligation.
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Item 9.01

Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits.
Exhibit
No.

Description

1.1

Underwriting Agreement, dated as of October 29, 2020, between Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. and Barclays Capital Inc., Deutsche Bank
Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC.

4.1

Indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002, between Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A.,
as successor trustee to JPMorgan Chase Bank (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4(vi) to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K
for the year ended December 28, 2002).

4.2

Ninth Supplemental Indenture, dated as of November 2, 2020, between Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. and The Bank of New York Mellon
Trust Company, N.A., as trustee, relating to the 2.750% Notes due 2050.

4.3

Form of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.’s 2.750% Notes due 2050 (included in Exhibit 4.2 hereto).

5.1

Opinion of Donald J. Riccitelli.

5.2

Opinion of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP.

23.1

Consent of Donald J. Riccitelli (included in Exhibit 5.1).

23.2

Consent of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP (included in Exhibit 5.2).

104

Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted as inline XBRL).
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
By:
/s/ Janet M. Link
Name: Janet M. Link
Title: Senior Vice President, General Counsel and
Secretary
Dated: November 2, 2020

Exhibit 1.1
EXECUTION VERSION
STANLEY BLACK & DECKER, INC.
$750,000,000 2.750% Notes due 2050
Underwriting Agreement
New York, New York
October 29, 2020
Barclays Capital Inc.
745 Seventh Ave
New York, New York 10019
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
200 West Street
New York, New York 10282
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC
1585 Broadway
New York, New York 10136
as Representatives of the several Underwriters named in Schedule II hereto
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Connecticut (the “Company”), proposes to issue and sell to
the several underwriters named in Schedule II hereto (the “Underwriters”), for whom you (the “Representatives”) are acting as representatives,
$750,000,000 aggregate principal amount of the Company’s 2.750% Notes due 2050 (the “Securities”) as identified in Schedule I hereto.
The Securities will be issued under a base indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002 (the “Base Indenture”), between the Company and The Bank
of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (the “Trustee”), as successor trustee to JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Certain terms of the Securities will be
established pursuant to a ninth supplemental indenture to be dated as of the Closing Date (as defined in Section 3 below) between the Company and the
Trustee (the “Supplemental Indenture” and, together with the Base Indenture, the “Indenture”).
To the extent there are no additional Underwriters listed on Schedule II other than you, the term Representatives as used herein shall mean you, as
Underwriters, and the terms Representatives and Underwriters shall mean either the singular or plural as the context requires.

Any reference herein to the Registration Statement, the Base Prospectus, any Preliminary Prospectus or the Final Prospectus shall be deemed to refer to
and include the documents incorporated by reference therein pursuant to Item 12 of Form S-3 which were filed under the Exchange Act on or before the
Effective Date of the Registration Statement or the issue date of the Base Prospectus, any Preliminary Prospectus or the Final Prospectus, as the case
may be; and any reference herein to the terms “amend,” “amendment” or “supplement” with respect to the Registration Statement, the Base Prospectus,
any Preliminary Prospectus or the Final Prospectus shall be deemed to refer to and include the filing of any document under the Exchange Act after the
Effective Date of the Registration Statement or the issue date of the Base Prospectus, any Preliminary Prospectus or the Final Prospectus, as the case
may be, deemed to be incorporated therein by reference. Certain terms used herein are defined in Section 21 hereof.
1. Representations and Warranties. The Company represents and warrants to each Underwriter as set forth below in this Section 1.
(a) The Company meets the requirements for use of Form S-3 under the Act and has prepared and filed with the Commission an automatic shelf
registration statement, as defined in Rule 405, on Form S-3 (File No. 333-249689) including a related Base Prospectus, for registration under the Act of
the offering and sale of the Securities. Such Registration Statement, including any amendments thereto filed prior to the Execution Time, became
effective upon filing. The Company will file with the Commission a final prospectus supplement relating to the Securities in accordance with Rule
424(b). As filed, such final prospectus supplement shall contain all information required by the Act and the rules thereunder, and, except to the extent
the Representatives shall agree in writing to a modification, shall be in all substantive respects in the form furnished to you prior to the Execution Time
or, to the extent not completed at the Execution Time, shall contain only such specific additional information and other changes (beyond that contained
in the Base Prospectus and any Preliminary Prospectus) as the Company has advised you, prior to the Execution Time, will be included or made therein.
The Registration Statement, at the Execution Time, meets the requirements set forth in Rule 415(a)(1)(x). The Company agrees to pay the fees required
by the Commission relating to the Securities within the time required by Rule 456(b)(1) without regard to the proviso therein and otherwise in
accordance with Rules 456(b) and 457(r).
(b) On each Effective Date, the Registration Statement did, and when the Final Prospectus is first filed in accordance with Rule 424(b) and on
the Closing Date (as defined herein), the Final Prospectus (and any supplement thereto) will, comply in all material respects with the applicable
requirements of the Act and the Exchange Act and the respective rules thereunder; on each Effective Date and at the Execution Time, the Registration
Statement did not and will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary
in order to make the statements therein not misleading and on the date of any filing pursuant to Rule 424(b) and on the Closing Date, a Final Prospectus
(together with any supplement thereto) will not include any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make
the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; provided, however, that the Company makes no
representations or warranties as to (i) that part of the Registration Statement which shall constitute the Statement of Eligibility (Form T-1) under the
Trust Indenture Act of the Trustee or (ii) the information contained in or omitted from the Registration Statement or a
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Final Prospectus (or any amendment or supplement thereto) in reliance upon and in conformity with information furnished in writing to the Company by
or on behalf of any Underwriter through the Representatives specifically for inclusion in the Registration Statement or the Final Prospectus (or any
supplement thereto), it being understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by or on behalf of any Underwriter consists of the
information described as such in Section 8 hereof.
(c) (i) At the time of filing the Registration Statement, (ii) at the time of the most recent amendment thereto for the purposes of complying with
Section 10(a)(3) of the Act (whether such amendment was by post-effective amendment, incorporated report filed pursuant to Sections 13 or 15(d) of the
Exchange Act or form of prospectus), (iii) at the time the Company or any person acting on its behalf (within the meaning, for this clause only, of Rule
163(c)) made any offer relating to the Securities in reliance on the exemption in Rule 163, and (iv) at the Execution Time (with such date being used as
the determination date for purposes of this clause (iv)), the Company was or is (as the case may be) a “well-known seasoned issuer” as defined in Rule
405.
(d) At the first time when sales of the Securities are made and at the Execution Time, (i) the Disclosure Package and (ii) each road show that is a
written communication within the meaning of Rule 433(d)(8)(i), when taken together as a whole with the Disclosure Package, does not contain any
untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances
under which they were made, not misleading. The preceding sentence does not apply to statements in or omissions from the Disclosure Package based
upon and in conformity with written information furnished to the Company by any Underwriter through the Representatives specifically for use therein,
it being understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by or on behalf of any Underwriter consists of the information described as such
in Section 8 hereof.
(e) Each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus and the final term sheet prepared and filed by the Company pursuant to Section 5(b) hereto, if any, does
not include any information that conflicts with the information contained in the Registration Statement, including any document incorporated therein by
reference and any prospectus supplement deemed to be a part thereof that has not been superseded or modified. The foregoing sentence does not apply
to statements in or omissions from any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or final term sheet based upon and in conformity with written information
furnished to the Company by any Underwriter through the Representatives specifically for use therein, it being understood and agreed that the only such
information furnished by or on behalf of any Underwriter consists of the information described as such in Section 8 hereof.
(f) The Company, after giving effect to the offering and sale of the Securities and the application of the proceeds thereof as described in the
Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus will not be, an “investment company” as defined in the Investment Company Act.
(g) The Company is subject to and in full compliance with the reporting requirements of Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act.
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(h) The Company has not taken, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that has constituted or that might reasonably be expected to
cause or result, under the Exchange Act or otherwise, in stabilization or manipulation of the price of any security of the Company to facilitate the sale or
resale of the Securities.
(i) The Company has been duly incorporated and is validly existing as a corporation in good standing under the laws of its jurisdiction of
incorporation with full corporate power and authority to own or lease, as the case may be, and to operate its properties and conduct its business as
described in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, and is duly qualified to do business as a foreign corporation and is in good standing under
the laws of each jurisdiction that requires such qualification, except where the failure to so qualify is not reasonably likely to have a material adverse
effect on the condition, financial or otherwise, or earnings, business, management or affairs of the Company and its subsidiaries, considered as one
enterprise (a “Material Adverse Effect”).
(j) Each Designated Subsidiary has been duly organized and is validly existing as a corporation, and is in good standing under the laws of the
jurisdiction of its incorporation, formation or organization, as applicable, has the power and authority to own, lease and operate its properties and to
conduct its business as described in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus and is duly qualified as a foreign entity to transact business and is
in good standing in each jurisdiction in which such qualification is required, whether by reason of the ownership or leasing of property or the conduct of
business, except where the failure so to qualify or to be in good standing would not result in a Material Adverse Effect; except as otherwise disclosed in
the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of each Designated Subsidiary has been duly authorized
and validly issued, is fully paid and non-assessable and is owned by the Company free and clear of any security interest, mortgage, pledge, lien,
encumbrance claim or equity, except where such security interest, mortgage, pledge, lien, encumbrance, claim or equity would not result in a Material
Adverse Effect; none of the outstanding shares of capital stock of any Designated Subsidiary was issued in violation of any preemptive or similar rights
of any securityholder of the Designated Subsidiary.
(k) The Company’s authorized equity capitalization is as set forth or incorporated by reference in the Disclosure Package and the Final
Prospectus; the outstanding shares of common stock of the Company have been duly authorized and validly issued and are fully paid and nonassessable.
(l) The Securities have been duly authorized by the Company, will be duly issued and outstanding when delivered to and paid for by the
Underwriters pursuant to this Agreement and, when executed and authenticated in accordance with the provisions of the Indenture, will constitute valid
and binding obligations of the Company enforceable against the Company in accordance with their terms, will be entitled to the benefits of the Indenture
and will conform in all material respects to the description thereof contained in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus.
(m) The Indenture has been duly authorized, executed and delivered, and constitutes a valid and binding instrument enforceable against the
Company in accordance with its terms (subject to applicable bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting creditors’ rights generally and to general
principles of equity).
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(n) The statements in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus under the headings “United States Federal Income Tax Considerations for
Non-U.S. Holders,” “Description of the Notes,” “Description of Debt Securities” and “Underwriting” fairly summarize the documents and matters
therein described.
(o) This Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered by the Company.
(p) The execution and delivery by the Company of this Agreement, the Indenture and the Securities and the consummation of the transactions
herein and therein contemplated (i) will not conflict with or result in a breach or violation of any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default
under, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other agreement or instrument to which the Company or any Designated Subsidiary is a
party or by which the Company or any Designated Subsidiary is bound or to which any of the property or assets of the Company or any Designated
Subsidiary is subject; (ii) nor will such action result in any violation of (A) the provisions of the Certificate of Incorporation or by-laws of the Company
or the charter or by-laws or other similar organizational document of any Designated Subsidiary or (B) any statute or any order, rule or regulation of any
court or governmental agency or body (including, without limitation, any insurance regulatory agency or body) having jurisdiction over the Company or
any Designated Subsidiary or any of their properties; except in the case of clauses (i) and (ii)(B) for conflicts, breaches, violations or defaults that would
not, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect or a material adverse effect on the ability of the Company to execute and deliver
this Agreement, the Indenture or the Securities or consummate the transactions herein and therein contemplated; and no consent, approval,
authorization, order, registration or qualification of or with any such court or governmental agency or body is required for the consummation by the
Company of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, except as have been obtained or made and except such consents, approvals,
authorizations, registrations or qualifications as may be required under state securities or Blue Sky laws in connection with the purchase of the Securities
and distribution of the Securities by the Underwriters.
(q) The consolidated historical financial statements and related schedules of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries included or
incorporated by reference in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus present fairly, in each case, in all material respects the financial condition,
results of operations and cash flows of the Company as of the dates and for the periods indicated, comply as to form with the applicable accounting
requirements of Regulation S-X and have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis
throughout the periods involved (except as otherwise noted therein).
(r) No action, suit or proceeding by or before any court or governmental agency, authority or body or any arbitrator involving the Company or
any Designated Subsidiary or its or their property is pending or, to the reasonable knowledge of the Company, threatened that (i) could reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect on the performance of this
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Agreement, the Indenture or the Securities, or the consummation of any of the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby or (ii) could reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, except as set forth in, incorporated by reference in or contemplated in the Disclosure Package and the Final
Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto).
(s) The Company and each Designated Subsidiary own or lease all such properties as are necessary to the conduct of the operations of the
Company and its Designated Subsidiaries as presently conducted, except when the failure to own or lease such properties is not reasonably likely to
result in a Material Adverse Effect.
(t) Neither the Company nor any Designated Subsidiary is in violation or default of (i) any provision of its charter or bylaws or other similar
organizational document or (ii) to the reasonable knowledge of the Company: (A) the terms of any indenture, contract, lease, mortgage, deed of trust,
note agreement, loan agreement or other agreement, obligation, condition, covenant or instrument to which it is a party or bound or to which its property
is subject; or (B) any statute, law, rule, regulation, judgment, order or decree applicable to the Company or any Designated Subsidiary of any court,
regulatory body, administrative agency, governmental body, arbitrator or other authority having jurisdiction over the Company or such Designated
Subsidiary or any of its properties, as applicable, except, in the case of subclauses (A) and (B), for such violations or defaults that are not reasonably
likely to result in a Material Adverse Effect.
(u) Ernst & Young LLP, who have certified certain financial statements of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries and delivered their
reports with respect to the audited consolidated financial statements and related schedules and the internal controls of the Company included or
incorporated by reference in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, are independent public accountants with respect to the Company within
the meaning of Regulation S-X under the Act.
(v) Each of the Company and each Designated Subsidiary has timely filed all non-U.S., U.S. federal, state and local tax returns that are required
to be filed or has requested extensions thereof (except in any case in which the failure so to file would not have a Material Adverse Effect and except as
set forth in or contemplated in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto)) and has paid all
taxes required to be paid by it and any other assessment, fine or penalty levied against it, to the extent that any of the foregoing is due and payable,
except for any such assessment, fine or penalty that is currently being contested in good faith and for which adequate reserves have been provided in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, or as would not have a Material Adverse Effect and except as set forth in or contemplated in
the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto).
(w) No labor problem or dispute with the employees of the Company or any Designated Subsidiary exists or, to the reasonable knowledge of the
Company, is threatened or imminent, except as would not have a Material Adverse Effect, and except as set forth in or contemplated in the Disclosure
Package and the Final Prospectus (in each case exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto).
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(x) Each Designated Subsidiary is not currently prohibited, directly or indirectly, from paying any dividends to the Company, from making any
other distribution on the Designated Subsidiary’s capital stock, from repaying to the Company any loans or advances to the Designated Subsidiary from
the Company or from transferring any of the Designated Subsidiary’s property or assets to the Company or any other subsidiary of the Company, except
as described in or contemplated in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (in each case exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto)
and to the extent any such prohibition would not materially and adversely affect the ability of such Designated Subsidiary to make such payments,
distributions or transfers.
(y) The Company and each Designated Subsidiary possess all licenses, certificates, permits and other authorizations issued by the appropriate
U.S. federal, state or non-U.S. regulatory authorities necessary to conduct their respective businesses as now operated by them, except where the failure
to possess such licenses, permits and other authorizations would not, singly or in the aggregate, be reasonably likely to have a Material Adverse Effect,
and neither the Company nor any Designated Subsidiary has received any notice of proceedings relating to the revocation or modification of any such
certificate, authorization or permit which, singly or in the aggregate, if the subject of an unfavorable decision, ruling or finding, would be reasonably
likely to have a Material Adverse Effect, except as set forth in or contemplated in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (in each case
exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto).
(z) The Company and each Designated Subsidiary maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurance
that (i) transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general or specific authorizations; (ii) transactions are recorded as necessary to
permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles and to maintain asset accountability; (iii) access
to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or specific authorization; and (iv) the recorded accountability for assets is
compared with the existing assets at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences.
(aa) Except as described, or incorporated by reference, in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus and except as such matters as would
not, singly or in the aggregate, reasonably likely result in a Material Adverse Effect, (i) to the reasonable knowledge of the Company, neither the
Company nor any Designated Subsidiary is in violation of any federal, state, local or foreign statute, law, rule, regulation, ordinance, code, policy or rule
of common law or any judicial or administrative interpretation thereof, including any judicial or administrative order, consent, decree or judgment,
relating to pollution or protection of human health, the environment (including, without limitation, ambient air, surface water, groundwater, land surface
or subsurface strata) or wildlife, including, without limitation, laws and regulations relating to the release or threatened release of chemicals, pollutants,
contaminants, wastes, toxic substances, hazardous substances, petroleum or petroleum products (collectively, “Hazardous Materials”) or to the
manufacture, processing, distribution, use, treatment, storage, disposal, transport or handling of Hazardous Materials (collectively, “Environmental
Laws”), (ii) the Company and each Designated Subsidiary have all Governmental Licenses required under any applicable Environmental Laws and are
each in compliance with their requirements, (iii) there are no pending or, to the reasonable knowledge of the Company, threatened administrative,
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regulatory or judicial actions, suits, demands, demand letters, claims, liens, notices of noncompliance or violation, investigation or proceedings relating
to any Environmental Law against the Company or any Designated Subsidiary and (iv) there are, to the reasonable knowledge of the Company, no
events or circumstances that might reasonably be expected to form the basis of an order for clean-up or remediation, or an action, suit or proceeding by
any private party or governmental body or agency, against or affecting the Company or any Designated Subsidiary relating to Hazardous Materials or
Environmental Laws.
(bb) Except as to such matters as would not, singly or in the aggregate, reasonably likely result in a Material Adverse Effect: (i) The minimum
funding standard under Section 302 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended, and the regulations and published
interpretations thereunder (“ERISA”), has been satisfied by each “pension plan” (as defined in Section 3(2) of ERISA) which has been established or
maintained by the Company and/or one or more of its subsidiaries, and the trust forming part of each such plan which is intended to be qualified under
Section 401 of the Code is so qualified; each of the Company and its subsidiaries has fulfilled its obligations, if any, under Section 515 of ERISA;
neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries maintains or is required to contribute to a “welfare plan” (as defined in Section 3(1) of ERISA) which
provides retiree or other post-employment welfare benefits or insurance coverage (other than “continuation coverage” (as defined in Section 602 of
ERISA)); (ii) each pension plan and welfare plan established or maintained by the Company and/or one or more of its subsidiaries is in compliance in all
material respects with the currently applicable provisions of ERISA; and (iii) neither the Company nor any Designated Subsidiary has incurred or could
reasonably be expected to incur any withdrawal liability under Section 4201 of ERISA, any liability under Section 4062, 4063, or 4064 of ERISA, or
any other liability under Title IV of ERISA.
(cc) None of the Company, any Designated Subsidiary or, to the knowledge of the Company, any director, officer, agent, employee or Affiliate
of the Company or any of its subsidiaries has (i) used any corporate funds for any unlawful contribution, gift, entertainment or other unlawful expense
relating to political activity; (ii) made or taken an act in furtherance of an offer, promise or authorization of any direct or indirect unlawful payment or
benefit to any foreign or domestic government official or employee, including of any government-owned or controlled entity or of a public international
organization, or any person acting in an official capacity for or on behalf of any of the foregoing, or any political party or party official or candidate for
political office; (iii) violated or is in violation of any provision of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or any applicable law or
regulation implementing the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, or committed
an offence under the Bribery Act 2010 of the United Kingdom, or any other applicable anti-bribery or anti-corruption laws; or (iv) made, offered,
agreed, requested or taken an act in furtherance of any unlawful bribe or other unlawful benefit, including, without limitation, any rebate, payoff,
influence payment, kickback or other unlawful or improper payment or benefit. The Company, its subsidiaries and, to the knowledge of the Company, its
Affiliates have instituted, maintain and enforce, and will continue to maintain and enforce policies and procedures reasonably designed to promote and
ensure compliance with all applicable anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws.
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(dd) The operations of the Company and its subsidiaries are and have been, to the knowledge of the Company, conducted at all times in
compliance with applicable financial recordkeeping and reporting requirements, including those of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting
Act of 1970, as amended, the applicable money laundering statutes of all jurisdictions where the Company or any of its subsidiaries conducts business,
the rules and regulations thereunder and any related or similar rules, regulations or guidelines issued, administered or enforced by any governmental
agency (collectively, the “Anti-Money Laundering Laws”) and no action, suit or proceeding by or before any court or governmental agency, authority or
body or any arbitrator involving the Company or any of its subsidiaries with respect to the Anti-Money Laundering Laws is pending or, to the
knowledge of the Company, threatened.
(ee) None of the Company, any Designated Subsidiary or, to the knowledge of the Company, any director, officer, agent, employee or Affiliate
of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is currently the subject or the target of any sanctions administered or enforced by the U.S. Government,
(including, without limitation, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury (“OFAC”) or the U.S. Department of State
and including, without limitation, the designation as a “specially designated national” or “blocked person”), the United Nations Security Council
(“UNSC”), the European Union, Her Majesty’s Treasury (“HMT”), or other relevant sanctions authority (collectively, “Sanctions”), nor is the Company
or any of its subsidiaries located, organized or resident in a country or territory that is the subject or the target of Sanctions, including, without limitation,
Cuba, the Crimea region, Iran, North Korea and Syria (each, a “Sanctioned Country”); and the Company will not directly or indirectly use the proceeds
of the offering of the Securities hereunder, or lend, contribute or otherwise make available such proceeds to any subsidiary, joint venture partner or other
person or entity (i) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business with any person that, at the time of such funding or facilitation, is the subject or the
target of Sanctions, (ii) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business in any Sanctioned Country or (iii) in a manner intended to result in a violation by
any person (including any person participating in the transaction, whether as underwriter, advisor, investor or otherwise) of Sanctions. For the past five
years, to the knowledge of the Company, the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole have conducted their businesses in material compliance with
the Sanctions.
(ff) To the reasonable knowledge of the Company, there is and has been no failure on the part of the Company and any of the Company’s
directors or officers to comply in all material respects with any provision of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 and the rules and regulations promulgated
in connection therewith (the “Sarbanes Oxley Act”), including Section 402 related to loans and Sections 302 and 906 related to certifications.
(gg) Except as disclosed in the Registration Statement, the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, (i) the Company is not aware of any
security breach or other compromise of any of the Company’s or any of its subsidiaries’ information technology and computer systems, networks,
hardware, software, data (including the data of their respective customers, employees, suppliers, vendors and any third party data maintained by or on
behalf of them), equipment or technology (collectively, “IT Systems and Data”) and the Company and its subsidiaries have not been notified of, and
have no knowledge of any event that would reasonably be expected to result in, any security breach or other compromise to their IT Systems
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and Data; and (ii) the Company and its subsidiaries are presently in compliance with all applicable laws or statutes and all judgments, orders, rules and
regulations of any court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority, internal policies and contractual obligations, in each case, relating to the
privacy and security of IT Systems and Data, except as to such matters as would not, in the case of clauses (i) and (ii), singly or in the aggregate,
reasonably likely result in a Material Adverse Effect.
Any certificate signed by any officer of the Company and delivered to the Representatives or counsel for the Underwriters in connection with the
offering of the Securities shall be deemed a representation and warranty by the Company, as to matters covered thereby, to each Underwriter.
2. Purchase and Sale; Commission. Subject to the terms and conditions and in reliance upon the representations and warranties herein set forth,
the Company agrees to sell to each Underwriter, and each Underwriter agrees, severally and not jointly, to purchase from the Company, at a purchase
price set forth in Schedule I hereto the principal amount of the Securities set forth opposite such Underwriter’s name in Schedule II hereto.
3. Delivery and Payment. Delivery of and payment for the Securities shall be made on the date and at the time specified in Schedule I hereto or
at such time on such later date not more than five Business Days after the foregoing date as the Representatives shall designate, which date and time
may be postponed by agreement between the Representatives and the Company or as provided in Section 9 hereof (such date and time of delivery and
payment for the Securities being herein called the “Closing Date”). Delivery of the Securities shall be made to the Representatives for the respective
accounts of the several Underwriters against payment by the several Underwriters through the Representatives of the purchase price thereof to or upon
the order of the Company by wire transfer payable in same-day funds to the account specified by the Company. Delivery of the Securities shall be made
through the facilities of The Depository Trust Company unless the Representatives shall otherwise instruct.
4. Offering by Underwriters. It is understood that the several Underwriters propose to offer the Securities for sale to the public as set forth in the
Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus.
5. Agreements. The Company agrees with each Underwriter that:
(a) Prior to the termination of the offering of the Securities, the Company will not file any amendment of the Registration Statement or
supplement (including the Final Prospectus or any Preliminary Prospectus) to the Base Prospectus or any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement unless the
Company has furnished you a copy for your review prior to filing and will not file any such proposed amendment or supplement to which you
reasonably object. The Company will cause the Final Prospectus, properly completed, and any supplement thereto to be filed in a form approved by the
Representatives (which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld) with the Commission pursuant to the applicable paragraph of Rule 424(b) within
the time period prescribed and will provide evidence satisfactory to the Representatives of such timely filing. The Company will promptly advise the
Representatives (i) when the Final Prospectus, and any supplement thereto, shall have been filed (if required) with
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the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) or when any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement shall have been filed with the Commission, (ii) when, prior to
termination of the offering of the Securities, any amendment to the Registration Statement shall have been filed or become effective, (iii) of any request
by the Commission or its staff for any amendment of the Registration Statement, or for any supplement to the Final Prospectus or for any additional
information, (iv) of the issuance by the Commission of any stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement or of any notice
objecting to its use or the institution or threatening of any proceeding for that purpose and (v) of the receipt by the Company of any notification with
respect to the suspension of the qualification of the Securities for sale in any jurisdiction or the institution or threatening of any proceeding for such
purpose. The Company will use its best efforts to prevent the issuance of any such stop order or the occurrence of any such suspension or objection to
the use of the Registration Statement and, upon such issuance, occurrence or notice of objection, to obtain as soon as possible the withdrawal of such
stop order or relief from such occurrence or objection, including, if necessary, by filing an amendment to the Registration Statement or a new
registration statement and using its reasonable best efforts to have such amendment or new registration statement declared effective as soon as
practicable.
(b) To prepare a final term sheet, containing solely a description of final terms of the Securities and the offering thereof, in the form approved by
you, and to file such term sheet pursuant to Rule 433(d) within the time required by such Rule.
(c) If, at any time prior to the filing of the Final Prospectus pursuant to Rule 424(b), any event occurs as a result of which the Disclosure
Package would include any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact necessary to make the statements therein in the light of
the circumstances under which they were made or the circumstances then prevailing not misleading, the Company will (i) notify promptly the
Representatives so that any use of the Disclosure Package may cease until it is amended or supplemented; (ii) amend or supplement the Disclosure
Package to correct such statement or omission; and (iii) supply any amendment or supplement to you in such quantities as you may reasonably request.
(d) If, at any time when a prospectus relating to the Securities is required to be delivered under the Act (including in circumstances where such
requirement may be satisfied pursuant to Rule 172), any event occurs as a result of which the Final Prospectus as then supplemented would include any
untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact necessary to make the statements therein in the light of the circumstances under
which they were made at such time not misleading, or if it shall be necessary to amend the Registration Statement, file a new registration statement or
supplement the Final Prospectus to comply with the Act or the Exchange Act or the respective rules thereunder, including in connection with use or
delivery of the Final Prospectus, the Company promptly will (i) notify the Representatives of any such event, (ii) prepare and file with the Commission,
subject to the second sentence of paragraph (a) of this Section 5, an amendment or supplement or new registration statement which will correct such
statement or omission or effect such compliance, (iii) use its reasonable best efforts to have any amendment to the Registration Statement or new
registration statement declared effective as soon as practicable in order to avoid any disruption in use of the Final Prospectus and (iv) supply any
supplemented Final Prospectus to you in such quantities as you may reasonably request.
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(e) The Company will make generally available to its security holders and to the Representatives an earnings statement or statements of the
Company and its subsidiaries which will satisfy the provisions of Section 11(a) of the Act and Rule 158.
(f) The Company will furnish to the Representatives and counsel for the Underwriters, without charge, signed copies of the Registration
Statement (without exhibits thereto) and to each other Underwriter a copy of the Registration Statement (without exhibits thereto) and, so long as
delivery of a prospectus by an Underwriter or dealer may be required by the Act (including in circumstances where such requirement may be satisfied
pursuant to Rule 172), as many copies of each Preliminary Prospectus, the Final Prospectus and each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus and any supplement
thereto as the Representatives may reasonably request. The Company will pay the expenses of printing or other production of all documents relating to
the offering.
(g) The Company will arrange, if necessary, for the qualification of the Securities for sale by the Underwriters under the laws of such
jurisdictions as the Representatives may designate and will maintain such qualifications in effect so long as required for the sale of the Securities;
provided that in no event shall the Company be obligated to qualify to do business in any jurisdiction where it is not now so qualified or to take any
action that would subject it to (x) service of process in suits, other than those arising out of the offering or sale of the Securities, in any jurisdiction
where it is not now so subject, or (y) taxation in a jurisdiction where it is not now subject to taxation. The Company will promptly advise the
Representatives of the receipt by them of any notification with respect to the suspension of the qualification of the Securities for sale in any jurisdiction
or the initiation or threatening of any proceeding for such purpose.
(h) The Company agrees that, unless it has or shall have obtained the prior written consent of the Representatives, and each Underwriter,
severally and not jointly, agrees with the Company that, unless it has or shall have obtained, as the case may be, the prior written consent of the
Company (other than in the case of one or more term sheets relating to the Securities that contains customary information and conveyed to purchasers of
the Securities), it has not made and will not make any offer relating to the Securities that would constitute an Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or that
would otherwise constitute a “free writing prospectus” (as defined in Rule 405) required to be filed by the Company with the Commission or retained by
the Company under Rule 433, other than a free writing prospectus containing the information contained in the final term sheet prepared and filed
pursuant to Section 5(b) hereto; provided that the prior written consent of the parties hereto shall be deemed to have been given in respect of any road
show that is a written communication within the meaning of Rule 433(d)(8)(i) and the Free Writing Prospectuses included in Schedule III hereto. Any
such free writing prospectus consented to by the Representatives or the Company is hereinafter referred to as a “Permitted Free Writing Prospectus.”
The Company agrees that (x) it has treated and will treat, as the case may be, each Permitted Free Writing Prospectus as an Issuer Free Writing
Prospectus and (y) it has complied and will comply, as the case may be, with the requirements of Rules 164 and 433 applicable to any Permitted Free
Writing Prospectus, including in respect of timely filing with the Commission, legending and record keeping.
(i) The Company will not, until the first Business Day after the Closing Date, without the prior written consent of the Representatives, directly or
indirectly, offer, sell,
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contract to sell, pledge, otherwise dispose of or enter into any transaction which is designed to, or might reasonably be expected to, result in the
disposition (whether by actual disposition or effective economic disposition due to cash settlement or otherwise) by the Company or any affiliate of the
Company or any person in privity with the Company or any affiliate of the Company), of any debt securities issued or guaranteed by the Company
(other than (i) the Securities and (ii) any commercial paper pursuant to any of the Company’s existing commercial paper programs) or publicly announce
an intention to effect any such transaction; provided, that the Company shall be permitted to file a shelf registration statement (or file any amendment to
its existing shelf registration statement) with respect to such securities, provided that the Company shall not effect any sales of such securities pursuant
to such shelf registration statement during the period described above.
(j) The Company will not take, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that would constitute or that might reasonably be expected to
cause or result, under the Exchange Act or otherwise, in stabilization or manipulation of the price of any security of the Company to facilitate the sale or
resale of the Securities.
(k) The Company agrees to pay the costs and expenses relating to the following matters: (i) the preparation, printing or reproduction and filing
with the Commission of the Registration Statement (including financial statements and exhibits thereto), each Preliminary Prospectus, the Final
Prospectus and each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, and each amendment or supplement to any of them; (ii) the printing (or reproduction) and delivery
(including postage, air freight charges and charges for counting and packaging) of such copies of the Registration Statement, each Preliminary
Prospectus, the Final Prospectus and each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, and all amendments or supplements to any of them, as may, in each case, be
reasonably requested for use in connection with the offering and sale of the Securities; (iii) the fees of the Trustee under the Indenture; (iv) the
preparation, printing, authentication, issuance and delivery of certificates for the Securities, including any stamp or transfer taxes in connection with the
original issuance and sale of the Securities; (v) the printing (or reproduction) and delivery of this Agreement, a preliminary and final blue sky
memorandum and all other agreements or documents printed (or reproduced) and delivered in connection with the offering of the Securities; (vi) the
registration of the Securities under the Exchange Act and the listing of the Securities on the New York Stock Exchange (if the Securities are to be so
listed); (vii) any registration or qualification of the Securities for offer and sale under the securities or blue sky laws of the several states and any other
jurisdictions specified pursuant to Section 5(d) (including filing fees and the reasonable fees and expenses of counsel for the Underwriters relating to
such registration and qualification); (viii) any filings required to be made with FINRA (including filing fees and the reasonable fees and expenses of
counsel for the Underwriters relating to such filings); (ix) the transportation and other expenses incurred by or on behalf of the Company’s
representatives in connection with presentations to prospective purchasers of the Securities; (x) the fees and expenses of the Company’s accountants and
the fees and expenses of counsel (including local and special counsel) for the Company; and (xi) all other costs and expenses incident to the
performance by the Company of its obligations hereunder.
(l) The Company will cooperate with the Representatives and use its reasonable best efforts to permit the Securities to be eligible for clearance
and settlement through The Depository Trust Company.
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(m) The Company will, for a period of twelve months following the Execution Time, furnish to the Representatives (i) all reports or other
communications (financial or other) generally made available to stockholders, and deliver such reports and communications to the Representatives as
soon as they are available, unless such documents are furnished to or filed with the Commission or any securities exchange on which any class of
securities of the Company is listed and generally made available to the public and (ii) such additional information concerning the business and financial
condition of the Company as the Representatives may from time to time reasonably request (such statements to be on a consolidated basis to the extent
the accounts of the Company and its subsidiaries are consolidated in reports furnished to stockholders).
6. Conditions to the Obligations of the Underwriters. The obligations of the Underwriters to purchase the Securities shall be subject to the
accuracy of the representations and warranties of the Company contained herein at the Execution Time and the Closing Date, to the accuracy of the
statements of the Company made in the certificates to be delivered pursuant to the provisions hereof, to the performance by the Company of its
obligations hereunder and to the following additional conditions:
(a) The Final Prospectus, and any supplement thereto, have been filed in the manner and within the time period required by Rule 424(b); the
final term sheet contemplated by Section 5(b) hereto, and any other material required to be filed by the Company pursuant to Rule 433(d) under the Act,
shall have been filed with the Commission within the applicable time periods prescribed for such filings by Rule 433; and no stop order suspending the
effectiveness of the Registration Statement or any notice objecting to its use shall have been issued and no proceedings for that purpose shall have been
instituted or, to the Company’s knowledge, threatened.
(b) The Company shall have requested and caused Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, counsel for the Company, to furnish to the
Representatives its opinions, dated the Closing Date and addressed to the Representatives, substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit A hereto.
(c) The Company shall have requested and caused Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP, counsel for the Company, to furnish to the
Representatives its tax opinion, dated the Closing Date and addressed to the Representatives, substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit B hereto.
(d) The Company shall have requested and caused the Senior Vice President and General Counsel for the Company or an Assistant General
Counsel to the Company that has been admitted to practice law in the State of Connecticut, to have furnished to the Representatives his opinion, dated
the Closing Date and addressed to the Representatives, substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit C hereto.
(e) The Representatives shall have received from Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP, counsel for the Underwriters, such opinion or opinions, dated the
Closing Date and addressed to the Representatives regarding such matters as the Representatives may reasonably require, and the Company shall have
furnished to such counsel such documents as they may reasonably request for the purpose of enabling them to pass upon such matters.
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(f) The Company shall have furnished to the Representatives a certificate of the Company, signed by two officers of the Company, who may be
the principal financial officer, the principal accounting officer, the treasurer or any assistant treasurer or vice president, dated the Closing Date, to the
effect that the signers of such certificate have carefully examined the Registration Statement, the Disclosure Package, the Final Prospectus and any
amendments or supplements thereto, and this Agreement and that:
(i) the representations and warranties of the Company in this Agreement are true and correct on and as of the Closing Date with the same
effect as if made on the Closing Date, and the Company has complied with all the agreements and satisfied all the conditions on its part to be
performed or satisfied hereunder at or prior to the Closing Date;
(ii) no stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement or any notice objecting to its use has been issued and no
proceedings for that purpose have been instituted or, to the Company’s knowledge, threatened; and
(iii) since the date of the most recent financial statements included or incorporated by reference in the Disclosure Package and the Final
Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto), there has been no Material Adverse Effect, except as set forth in, incorporated by
reference in or contemplated in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto).
(g) At the Execution Time and at the Closing Date, the Company shall have requested and caused Ernst & Young LLP to furnish to the
Representatives letters, dated respectively as of the Execution Time and as of the Closing Date, in form and substance satisfactory to the
Representatives, confirming that they are independent accountants within the meaning of the Exchange Act with respect to the Company and the
applicable published rules and regulations thereunder and containing statements and information of a type ordinarily included in accountants’ “comfort
letters” to underwriters with respect to the financial statements and certain financial information of the Company contained in or incorporated by
reference in the Registration Statement, the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus.
(h) [RESERVED.]
(i) Subsequent to the Execution Time or, if earlier, the dates as of which information is given or incorporated by reference in the Registration
Statement (exclusive of any amendment thereof) and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto), there shall not have
been (i) any change or decrease specified in the letter or letters referred to in paragraph (f) of this Section 6 or (ii) any change, or any development
involving a prospective change, in or affecting the condition (financial or otherwise), earnings, business or properties of the Company and its
subsidiaries taken as a whole, whether or not arising from
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transactions in the ordinary course of business, except as set forth in or contemplated in the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of
any amendment or supplement thereto) the effect of which, in any case referred to in clause (i) or (ii) above, is, in the sole judgment of the
Representatives, so material and adverse as to make it impractical or inadvisable to proceed with the offering or delivery of the Securities as
contemplated by the Registration Statement (exclusive of any amendment thereof), the Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of any
amendment or supplement thereto).
(j) The Securities shall be eligible for clearance and settlement through The Depository Trust Company.
(k) Subsequent to the Execution Time, there shall not have been any decrease in the rating of any of the Company’s debt securities by any
“nationally recognized statistical rating organization” (as such term is defined in Section 3(a)(62) of the Exchange Act) or any notice given of any
intended or potential decrease in any such rating or of a possible change in any such rating that does not indicate the direction of the possible change.
(l) Prior to the Closing Date, the Company shall have furnished to the Representatives such further information, certificates and documents as
the Representatives may reasonably request.
If any of the conditions specified in this Section 6 shall not have been fulfilled when and as provided in this Agreement, or if any of the opinions
and certificates mentioned above or elsewhere in this Agreement shall not be reasonably satisfactory in form and substance to the Representatives and
counsel for the Underwriters, this Agreement and all obligations of the Underwriters hereunder may be cancelled at, or at any time prior to, the Closing
Date by the Representatives. Notice of such cancellation shall be given to the Company in writing or by telephone or facsimile confirmed in writing.
The documents required to be delivered by this Section 6 will be delivered at the offices of counsel for the Underwriters, at Davis Polk &
Wardwell LLP, 450 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017, on the Closing Date.
7. Reimbursement of Underwriters’ Expenses. If the sale of the Securities provided for herein is not consummated because any condition to the
obligations of the Underwriters set forth in Section 6 hereof is not satisfied, because of any termination pursuant to Section 10 hereof or because of any
refusal, inability or failure on the part of the Company to perform any agreement herein or comply with any provision hereof other than by reason of a
default by any of the Underwriters, the Company shall reimburse the Underwriters severally through the Representatives on demand for all expenses
(including reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel) that shall have been incurred by them in connection with the proposed purchase and sale of the
Securities.
8. Indemnification and Contribution. (a) The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Underwriter, the directors, officers,
employees, Affiliates and agents of each Underwriter and each person who controls any Underwriter within the meaning of either the Act or the
Exchange Act against any and all losses, claims, damages or liabilities, joint or
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several, to which they or any of them may become subject under the Act, the Exchange Act or other U.S. federal or state statutory law or regulation, at
common law or otherwise, insofar as such losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) arise out of or are based upon any untrue
statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in the registration statement for the registration of the Securities as originally filed or
in any amendment thereof, or in the Base Prospectus, any Preliminary Prospectus or any other preliminary prospectus supplement relating to the
Securities, the Final Prospectus, or any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or the information contained in the final term sheet required to be prepared and
filed pursuant to Section 5(b) hereto, or in any amendment or supplement thereto, or arise out of or are based upon the omission or alleged omission to
state therein a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, and agrees to reimburse each such
indemnified party, as incurred, for any legal or other expenses reasonably incurred by it in connection with investigating or defending any such loss,
claim, damage, liability or action; provided, however, that the Company will not be liable in any such case to the extent that any such loss, claim,
damage or liability arises out of or is based upon any such untrue statement or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission made therein in
reliance upon and in conformity with written information furnished to the Company by or on behalf of any Underwriter through the Representatives
specifically for inclusion therein, it being understood and agreed that the only such information is the information identified in Section 8(b) hereof. This
indemnity agreement will be in addition to any liability that the Company may otherwise have.
(b) Each Underwriter severally, and not jointly, agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Company, each of its directors, each of its officers
who signs the Registration Statement and each person who controls the Company within the meaning of either the Act or the Exchange Act, to the same
extent as the foregoing indemnity from the Company to each Underwriter, but only with reference to written information relating to such Underwriter
furnished to the Company by or on behalf of such Underwriter through the Representatives specifically for inclusion in the documents referred to in the
foregoing indemnity. This indemnity agreement will be in addition to any liability that any Underwriter may otherwise have. The Company
acknowledges that the statements contained in the “Underwriting” section of any Preliminary Prospectus and the Final Prospectus (i) in the third
paragraph of text, (ii) in the second sentence of the fourth paragraph of text and (iii) in the fifth, sixth and seventh paragraphs of text of such section
constitute the only information furnished in writing by or on behalf of the Underwriters for inclusion in any Preliminary Prospectus, the Final Prospectus
or any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, or in any amendment or supplement thereto.
(c) Promptly after receipt by an indemnified party under this Section 8 of notice of the commencement of any action, such indemnified party
will, if a claim in respect thereof is to be made against the indemnifying party under this Section 8, notify the indemnifying party in writing of the
commencement thereof; but the failure so to notify the indemnifying party (i) will not relieve it from liability under paragraph (a) or (b) above unless
and to the extent it did not otherwise learn of such action and such failure results in the forfeiture by the indemnifying party of substantial rights and
defenses and (ii) will not, in any event, relieve the indemnifying party from any obligations to any indemnified party other than the indemnification
obligation provided in paragraph (a) or (b) above. The indemnifying party shall be entitled to appoint counsel (including local counsel) of the
indemnifying party’s choice at the
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indemnifying party’s expense to represent the indemnified party in any action for which indemnification is sought (in which case the indemnifying party
shall not thereafter be responsible for the fees and expenses of any separate counsel, other than local counsel if not appointed by the indemnifying party,
retained by the indemnified party or parties except as set forth below); provided, however, that such counsel shall be reasonably satisfactory to the
indemnified party. Notwithstanding the indemnifying party’s election to appoint counsel (including local counsel) to represent the indemnified party in
an action, the indemnified party shall have the right to employ separate counsel (including local counsel), and the indemnifying party shall bear the
reasonable fees, costs and expenses of no more than one such separate counsel if (i) the use of counsel chosen by the indemnifying party to represent the
indemnified party would present such counsel with a conflict of interest; (ii) the actual or potential defendants in, or targets of, any such action include
both the indemnified party and the indemnifying party and the indemnified party shall have reasonably concluded that there may be legal defenses
available to it and/or other indemnified parties that are different from or additional to those available to the indemnifying party; (iii) the indemnifying
party shall not have employed counsel satisfactory to the indemnified party to represent the indemnified party within a reasonable time after notice of
the institution of such action; or (iv) the indemnifying party shall authorize the indemnified party to employ separate counsel at the expense of the
indemnifying party. An indemnifying party will not, without the prior written consent of the indemnified parties, settle or compromise or consent to the
entry of any judgment with respect to any pending or threatened claim, action, suit or proceeding in respect of which indemnification or contribution
may be sought hereunder (whether or not the indemnified parties are actual or potential parties to such claim or action) unless such settlement,
compromise or consent (i) includes an unconditional release of each indemnified party from all liability arising out of such claim, action, suit or
proceeding and (ii) does not include a statement or an admission of fault, culpability by failure to act, by or on behalf of any indemnified party.
(d) In the event that the indemnity provided in paragraph (a) or (b) of this Section 8 is unavailable to or insufficient to hold harmless an
indemnified party for any reason, the Company and the Underwriters severally agree to contribute to the aggregate losses, claims, damages and
liabilities (including legal or other expenses reasonably incurred in connection with investigating or defending any loss, claim, damage, liability or
action) (collectively “Losses”) to which the Company and one or more of the Underwriters may be subject in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect
the relative benefits received by the Company on the one hand and by the Underwriters on the other from the offering of the Securities; provided,
however, that in no case shall any Underwriter (except as may be provided in any agreement among underwriters relating to the offering of the
Securities) be responsible for any amount in excess of the underwriting discount or commission applicable to the Securities purchased by such
Underwriter hereunder. If the allocation provided by the immediately preceding sentence is unavailable for any reason, the Company and the
Underwriters severally shall contribute in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not only such relative benefits but also the relative fault of the
Company on the one hand and the Underwriters on the other in connection with the statements or omissions that resulted in such Losses, as well as any
other relevant equitable considerations. Benefits received by the Company shall be deemed to be equal to the total net proceeds from the offering (before
deducting expenses) received by it, and benefits received by the Underwriters shall be deemed to be equal to the total underwriting discounts and
commissions, in each case as set forth on the cover page of the Final Prospectus. Relative fault shall be determined by reference to, among
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other things, whether any untrue or alleged untrue statement of a material fact or the omission or alleged omission to state a material fact relates to
information provided by the Company on the one hand or the Underwriters on the other, the intent of the parties and their relative knowledge, access to
information and opportunity to correct or prevent such untrue statement or omission. The Company and the Underwriters agree that it would not be just
and equitable if contribution were determined by pro rata allocation or any other method of allocation that does not take account of the equitable
considerations referred to above. Notwithstanding the provisions of this paragraph (d), no person guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the
meaning of Section 11(f) of the Act) shall be entitled to contribution from any person who was not guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this paragraph 8(d), in no event shall any Underwriter be required to contribute any amount in excess of the total
amount of underwriting discounts and commissions received by such Underwriter with respect to the offering of the Securities. For purposes of this
Section 8, each person who controls an Underwriter within the meaning of either the Act or the Exchange Act and each director, officer, employee,
Affiliate and agent of an Underwriter shall have the same rights to contribution as such Underwriter, and each person who controls the Company within
the meaning of either the Act or the Exchange Act, each officer of the Company who shall have signed the Registration Statement and each director of
the Company shall have the same rights to contribution as the Company, subject in each case to the applicable terms and conditions of this paragraph
(d).
9. Default by an Underwriter. If any one or more Underwriters shall fail to purchase and pay for any of the Securities agreed to be purchased by
such Underwriter hereunder and such failure to purchase shall constitute a default in the performance of its or their obligations under this Agreement,
the remaining Underwriters shall be obligated severally to take up and pay for (in the respective proportions which the principal amount of Securities set
forth opposite their names in Schedule II hereto bears to the aggregate principal amount of Securities set forth opposite the names of all the remaining
Underwriters) the Securities which the defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters agreed but failed to purchase; provided, however, that in the event that
the aggregate principal amount of Securities which the defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters agreed but failed to purchase shall exceed 10% of the
aggregate principal amount of Securities set forth in Schedule II hereto, the remaining Underwriters shall have the right to purchase all, but shall not be
under any obligation to purchase any, of the Securities, and if such nondefaulting Underwriters do not purchase all the Securities, this Agreement will
terminate without liability to any nondefaulting Underwriter or the Company. In the event of a default by any Underwriter as set forth in this Section 9,
the Closing Date shall be postponed for such period, not exceeding five Business Days, as the Representatives shall determine in order that the required
changes in the Registration Statement and the Final Prospectus or in any other documents or arrangements may be effected. Nothing contained in this
Agreement shall relieve any defaulting Underwriter of its liability, if any, to the Company or any nondefaulting Underwriter for damages occasioned by
its default hereunder.
10. Termination. This Agreement shall be subject to termination in the absolute discretion of the Representatives, by notice given to the
Company prior to delivery of and payment for the Securities, if at any time prior to such time (i) trading in the Company’s Common Stock shall have
been suspended by the Commission or the New York Stock Exchange or trading in securities generally on the New York Stock Exchange shall have
been suspended or limited or minimum prices shall have been established on such exchange; (ii) a banking
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moratorium shall have been declared either by U.S. federal or New York State authorities or there shall have occurred a material disruption in
commercial banking or securities settlement services in the United States; or (iii) there shall have occurred any outbreak or escalation of hostilities,
declaration by the United States of a national emergency or war or other calamity or crisis or any change in financial, political or economic conditions in
the United States or elsewhere, if the effect of which on financial markets is such as to make it, in the sole judgment of the Representatives,
impracticable or inadvisable to proceed with the offering or delivery of the Securities as contemplated by any Preliminary Prospectus or the Final
Prospectus (exclusive of any amendment or supplement thereto).
11. Representations and Indemnities to Survive. The respective agreements, representations, warranties, indemnities and other statements of the
Company or its officers and of the Underwriters set forth in or made in writing pursuant to this Agreement will remain in full force and effect, regardless
of any investigation made by or on behalf of the Underwriters or the Company or any of the indemnified persons referred to in Section 8 hereof, and will
survive delivery of and payment for the Securities. The provisions of Sections 7, 8 and 14 hereof shall survive the termination or cancellation of this
Agreement.
12. Notices. All communications hereunder will be in writing and effective only on receipt, and (i) if sent to the Representatives, will be mailed,
delivered or telefaxed to them care of the address set forth in Schedule I hereto; or (ii) if sent to the Company, will be mailed, delivered or telefaxed to
(860) 827-3911 and confirmed to it at Stanley Black & Decker, Inc., 1000 Stanley Drive, New Britain, Connecticut 06053, attention of the Treasurer.
13. Successors. This Agreement will inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective successors and the
indemnified persons referred to in Section 8 hereof and their respective successors, and no other person will have any right or obligation hereunder.
14. Applicable Law. This Agreement and any claim, controversy or dispute arising under or related to this Agreement will be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York applicable to contracts made and to be performed within the State of New York. The
parties hereto each hereby waive any right to trial by jury in any action, proceeding or counterclaim arising out of or relating to this Agreement.
15. Arm’s Length Transaction; No Fiduciary Relationship. The Company hereby acknowledges and agrees that (i) the purchase and sale of the
Securities pursuant to this Agreement is an arm’s-length commercial transaction between the Company, on one hand, and the Underwriters and any
affiliate through which it may be acting, on the other, (ii) the Underwriters are acting as principal and not as an agent or fiduciary of the Company; and
(iii) its engagement of the Underwriters in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including the offering of the Securities, is
as independent contractors and not in any other capacity. Furthermore, the Company agrees that it is solely responsible for making its own judgments in
connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including the sale and purchase of the Securities, irrespective of whether any of the
Representatives has advised or is currently advising the Company on related or other matters.
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16. USA Patriot Act. In accordance with the requirements of the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56 (signed into law October 26,
2001)), the Underwriters are required to obtain, verify and record information that identifies their respective clients, including the Company, which
information may include the name and address of their respective clients, as well as other information that will allow the Underwriters to properly
identify their respective clients.
17. Integration. This Agreement supersedes all prior agreements and understandings (whether written or oral) between the Company and the
Underwriters, or any of them, with respect to the subject matter hereof.
18. Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in one or more counterparts (which may include counterparts delivered by any standard form
of telecommunication), each of which shall constitute an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same agreement.
19. Headings. The section headings used herein are for convenience only and shall not affect the construction hereof.
20. Recognition of the U.S. Special Resolution Regimes.
(a) In the event that any Underwriter that is a Covered Entity becomes subject to a proceeding under a U.S. Special Resolution Regime, the
transfer from such Underwriter of this Agreement, and any interest and obligation in or under this Agreement, will be effective to the same extent as the
transfer would be effective under the U.S. Special Resolution Regime if this Agreement, and any such interest and obligation, were governed by the
laws of the United States or a state of the United States.
(b) In the event that any Underwriter that is a Covered Entity or a BHC Act Affiliate of such Underwriter becomes subject to a proceeding under
a U.S. Special Resolution Regime, Default Rights under this Agreement that may be exercised against such Underwriter are permitted to be exercised to
no greater extent than such Default Rights could be exercised under the U.S. Special Resolution Regime if this Agreement were governed by the laws of
the United States or a state of the United States.
(c) For purposes of this Section 20, a “BHC Act Affiliate” has the meaning assigned to the term “affiliate” in, and shall be interpreted in
accordance with, 12 U.S.C. § 1841(k). “Covered Entity” means any of the following: (i) a “covered entity” as that term is defined in, and interpreted in
accordance with, 12 C.F.R. § 252.82(b); (ii) a “covered bank” as that term is defined in, and interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. § 47.3(b); or (iii) a
“covered FSI” as that term is defined in, and interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. § 382.2(b). “Default Right” has the meaning assigned to that term
in, and shall be interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. §§ 252.81, 47.2 or 382.1, as applicable. “U.S. Special Resolution Regime” means each of
(i) the Federal Deposit Insurance Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder and (ii) Title II of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
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21. Definitions. The terms that follow, when used in this Agreement, shall have the meanings indicated.
“Act” shall mean the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission promulgated thereunder.
“Affiliate” shall have the meaning specified in Rule 501(b) of Regulation D.
“Base Prospectus” shall mean the base prospectus referred to in paragraph 1(a) above contained in the Registration Statement at the Execution
Time.
“Business Day” shall mean any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday or a legal holiday or a day on which banking institutions or trust companies
are authorized or obligated by law to close in The City of New York.
“Code” shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
“Commission” shall mean the Securities and Exchange Commission.
“Designated Subsidiary” shall mean each subsidiary of the Company that is a significant subsidiary as defined in Regulation S-X, Item 1-02(w)
promulgated by the Commission, except for B&D Holdings, Inc.
“Disclosure Package” shall mean (i) the Base Prospectus, (ii) the Preliminary Prospectus used most recently prior to the Execution Time, (iii) the
Issuer Free Writing Prospectuses, if any, identified in Schedule III hereto, (iv) the final term sheet prepared and filed pursuant to Section 5(b) hereto, if
any, and (v) any other Free Writing Prospectus that the parties hereto shall hereafter expressly agree in writing to treat as part of the Disclosure Package.
“Effective Date” shall mean each date and time that the Registration Statement and any post-effective amendment or amendments thereto became
or becomes effective.
“Exchange Act” shall mean the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission promulgated
thereunder.
“Execution Time” shall mean the date and time that this Agreement is executed and delivered by the parties hereto.
“Final Prospectus” shall mean the prospectus supplement relating to the Securities that was first filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) after the Execution
Time, together with the Base Prospectus.
“FINRA” shall mean the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.
“Free Writing Prospectus” shall mean a free writing prospectus, as defined in Rule 405.
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“Investment Company Act” shall mean the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission
promulgated thereunder.
“Issuer Free Writing Prospectus” shall mean an issuer free writing prospectus, as defined in Rule 433.
“Preliminary Prospectus” shall mean any preliminary prospectus supplement to the Base Prospectus referred to in paragraph 1(a) above which
relates to the Securities and is used prior to the filing of the Final Prospectus, together with the Base Prospectus.
“Registration Statement” shall mean the registration statement referred to in paragraph 1(a) above, including exhibits and financial statements and
any prospectus supplement relating to the Securities that is filed with the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) and deemed part of such registration
statement pursuant to Rule 430B, as amended on each Effective Date and, in the event any post-effective amendment thereto or any Rule 462(b)
Registration Statement becomes effective prior to the Closing Date, shall also mean such registration statement as so amended or such Rule 462(b)
Registration Statement, as the case may be.
“Regulation D” shall mean Regulation D under the Act.
“Rule 158”, “Rule 163”, “Rule 164”, “Rule 172”, “Rule 405”, “Rule 415”, “Rule 424”, “Rule 430B”, “Rule 433” and “Rule 462” refer to such
rules under the Act.
“Rule 462(b) Registration Statement” shall mean a registration statement and any amendments thereto filed pursuant to Rule 462(b) relating to the
offering covered by the registration statement referred to in Section 1(a) hereof.
“Trust Indenture Act” shall mean the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission promulgated
thereunder.
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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If the foregoing is in accordance with your understanding of our agreement, please sign and return to us the enclosed duplicate hereof, whereupon
this letter and your acceptance shall represent a binding agreement among the Company and the several Underwriters.
Very truly yours,
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
By: /s/ Robert T. Paternostro
Name: Robert T. Paternostro
Title: Vice President, Treasury
[Signature Page to the Underwriting Agreement]

The foregoing Agreement is hereby
confirmed and accepted as of the date first
above written.
Barclays Capital Inc.
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC
BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC.
By: /s/ Kelly Cheng
Name: Kelly Cheng
Title: Managing Director
DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES INC.
By: /s/ Ritu Ketkar
Name: Ritu Ketkar
Title: Managing Director
By: /s/ John Han
Name: John Han
Title: Managing Director
GOLDMAN SACHS & CO. LLC
By: /s/ Sam Chaffin
Name: Sam Chaffin
Title: Vice President
MORGAN STANLEY & CO. LLC
By: /s/ Ian Drewe
Name: Ian Drewe
Title: Executive Director
For themselves and the other several
Underwriters named in Schedule II
to the foregoing Agreement.
[Signature Page to the Underwriting Agreement]

SCHEDULE I
Underwriting Agreement dated October 29, 2020
Registration Statement No. 333-249689
Representatives:

Barclays Capital Inc.
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC

Title, Purchase Price and Description of Securities:
Title:

2.750% Notes due 2050

Principal amount:

$750,000,000

Purchase price:

98.86% plus accrued interest, if any, from November 2, 2020

Redemption provision:

Optional Redemption as set forth in the Disclosure Package

Other provisions:

Change of Control Offer as set forth in the Disclosure Package

Closing Date and Time:

November 2, 2020 at 9:00 a.m.

Type of Offering:

Non-delayed

Address for notices to the Representatives under Section 12:
Barclays Capital Inc.
745 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019
Fax No: (646) 834-8133
Attention: Syndicate Registration
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005
Fax No: (646) 374-1071
Attention: Debt Capital Markets Syndicate, with a copy to General Counsel
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
200 West Street
New York, New York 10282
Attention: Registration Department
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC
1585 Broadway, 29th Floor
New York, New York 10036
Fax No: (212) 507-8999
Attention: Investment Banking Division
S-I-1

SCHEDULE II
Principal Amount
of Securities
to be Purchased

Underwriters

Barclays Capital Inc.
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC
HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.
RBC Capital Markets, LLC
Total

$ 150,000,000
150,000,000
150,000,000
150,000,000
75,000,000
75,000,000
$ 750,000,000
S-II-1

SCHEDULE III
Schedule of Free Writing Prospectuses included in the Disclosure Package
Final term sheet dated October 29, 2020 – see attached.
S-III-1

Free Writing Prospectus
Filed pursuant to Rule 433
To Prospectus dated October 27, 2020
Preliminary Prospectus Supplement dated October 29, 2020
Registration Statement File No. 333-249689
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.

Offering of:
$750,000,000 2.750% Notes due 2050 (the “Notes”)
(the “Offering”)
Term Sheet
October 29, 2020
The information in this pricing term sheet relates to the Offering and should be read together with the preliminary prospectus supplement dated
October 29, 2020 (the “Preliminary Prospectus Supplement”), including the documents incorporated by reference therein and the related base
prospectus dated October 27, 2020, filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act of 1933 (Registration Statement File No. 333-249689). Terms
used but not defined herein, with respect to the Offering, have the meanings ascribed to them in the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement.
Issuer:

Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. (NYSE: SWK)

Trade Date:

October 29, 2020

Settlement Date (T+2):

November 2, 2020

Title of Security:

2.750% Notes due 2050

Principal Amount:

$750,000,000

Maturity Date:

November 15, 2050

Coupon:

2.750% accruing from November 2, 2020

Interest Payment Dates:

May 15 and November 15, commencing May 15, 2021

Benchmark Treasury:

1.250% due May 15, 2050

Benchmark Treasury Price / Yield:

90-30 / 1.638%

Spread to Benchmark Treasury:

T + 112.5 bps

Yield to Maturity:

2.763%

Price to Public:

99.735% of the Principal Amount, plus accrued interest, if any, from the Settlement Date
S-III-2

Optional Redemption Provision:
Make-Whole Call:

Prior to May 15, 2050 (the date that is six months prior to the maturity date), make-whole call at Treasury Rate
plus 20 bps

Par Call:

At any time on or after May 15, 2050

CUSIP / ISIN:

854502AN1 / US854502AN14

Day Count Convention:

30/360

Payment Business Days:

New York

Joint Book-Running Managers:

Barclays Capital Inc.
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC

Co-Managers:

HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.
RBC Capital Markets, LLC

The issuer has filed a registration statement, including a prospectus, with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) for the
offering to which this communication relates. Before you invest, you should read the prospectus in that registration statement and other
documents the issuer has filed with the SEC for more complete information about the issuer and this offering. You may get these documents for
free by visiting EDGAR on the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov. Alternatively, copies may be obtained by contacting Barclays Capital Inc., c/o
Broadridge Financial Solutions, 1155 Long Island Avenue, Edgewood, New York 11717, by email at barclaysprospectus@broadridge.com or by
calling 1-888-603-5847; Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Attention: Prospectus Department, 60 Wall Street, New York, New York 10005, by email
at prospectus.cpdg@db.com or by calling 1-800-503-4611; Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, Attention: Prospectus Department, 200 West Street,
New York, New York 10282, by email at prospectus-ny@ny.email.gs.com or by calling 1-212-902-1171; and Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC,
Attention: Prospectus Department, 180 Varick Street, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10014, by email at prospectus@morganstanley.com or by
calling 1-866-718-1649.
This communication should be read in conjunction with the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying base prospectus.
The information in this communication supersedes the information in the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying base
prospectus to the extent inconsistent with the information in the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying base prospectus.
ANY DISCLAIMERS OR OTHER NOTICES THAT MAY APPEAR BELOW ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS
COMMUNICATION AND SHOULD BE DISREGARDED. SUCH DISCLAIMERS OR OTHER NOTICES WERE AUTOMATICALLY
GENERATED AS A RESULT OF THIS COMMUNICATION BEING SENT VIA BLOOMBERG OR ANOTHER EMAIL SYSTEM.
S-III-3

Exhibit A
Form of Skadden Opinion
A-1

Exhibit B
Form of Skadden Tax Opinion
B-1

Exhibit C
Form of Company General Counsel Opinion
C-1

Exhibit 4.2
STANLEY BLACK & DECKER, INC.
AND
THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON TRUST COMPANY, N.A.
as Trustee

NINTH SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE
to the
INDENTURE
dated as of November 1, 2002

dated as of November 2, 2020

THIS NINTH SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE (this “Supplemental Indenture”), dated as of November 2, 2020, is between STANLEY
BLACK & DECKER, INC. (formerly known as The Stanley Works), a Connecticut corporation (the “Company”) and THE BANK OF NEW YORK
MELLON TRUST COMPANY, N.A., a national banking association, as successor trustee to JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (formerly known as
JPMorgan Chase Bank), as trustee (the “Trustee”).
W I T N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, the Company has executed and delivered to the Trustee an Indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002 (the “Base Indenture”) (as
heretofore supplemented and amended by the Supplemental Indenture No. 1, dated as of March 20, 2007, the Second Supplemental Indenture, dated as
of March 12, 2010, the Third Supplemental Indenture, dated as of September 3, 2010, the Fourth Supplemental Indenture, dated as of November 22,
2011, the Fifth Supplemental Indenture, dated as of November 6, 2012, the Sixth Supplemental Indenture, dated as of November 6, 2018, the Seventh
Supplemental Indenture, dated as of March 1, 2019 and the Eighth Supplemental Indenture, dated as of February 10, 2020, the “Indenture”), between
the Company and the Trustee, providing for the issuance from time to time of one or more series of Securities;
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9.1(4) of the Indenture, the Company and the Trustee may enter into a supplemental indenture, without the
consent of any Holders of Securities or Coupons, to establish the form of terms of Securities of any series as permitted by Section 2.1 and 3.1 of the
Indenture;
WHEREAS, pursuant to this Supplemental Indenture, the Company desires to issue a new series of Securities under the Indenture to be designated
the “2.750% Notes due 2050” (the “Notes”) in an initial aggregate principal amount of $750,000,000 and to establish the form and the terms of the
Notes;
WHEREAS, the Notes have been duly authorized pursuant to a Board Resolution and all other necessary corporate action on the part of the
Company; and
WHEREAS, the Company has requested that the Trustee join the Company in the execution and delivery of this Supplemental Indenture.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants and agreements set forth herein and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt
and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
This Supplemental Indenture shall become effective upon the execution and delivery by the Company and the Trustee.

ARTICLE 1
DEFINITIONS
Section 1.01. Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires for all purposes of this Supplemental Indenture:
(a) each term defined in the Base Indenture but not defined in this Supplemental Indenture has the same meaning when used in this
Supplemental Indenture;
(b) a term defined anywhere in this Supplemental Indenture has the same meaning throughout;
(c) a term defined in the Base Indenture but otherwise defined in this Supplemental Indenture has the meaning set forth in this Supplemental
Indenture when used anywhere in the Base Indenture;
(d) a reference to a Section or Article is to a Section or Article of this Supplemental Indenture unless otherwise indicated;
(e) “Consolidated Net Worth” means, as of any date of determination, the excess over current liabilities (excluding any current liabilities for
money borrowed having a maturity of less than 12 months but by its terms being renewable or extendible beyond 12 months from such date at the option
of the borrower) of all assets properly appearing on the most recent internally available consolidated balance sheet of the Company and its consolidated
Subsidiaries;
(f) “corporation” includes corporations and associations, companies, business trusts, partnerships and limited liability companies;
(g) “Indebtedness” means, with respect to any Person, any evidence of indebtedness for money borrowed;
(h) “Nonrecourse Obligation” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.5(1)(h); and
(i) “Subsidiary” means any corporation of which at least a majority of its outstanding Voting Stock (measured by voting power rather than the
number of shares) is at the time, directly or indirectly, owned by the Company or by one or more of the Company’s Subsidiaries or by the Company and
one or more Subsidiaries.

ARTICLE 2
TERMS OF THE NOTES
Section 2.01. Title and Principal Amount. There is hereby authorized and established a new series of Securities under the Indenture designated as
the “2.750% Notes due 2050,” which is not limited in aggregate principal amount. The initial aggregate principal amount of the Notes to be authorized
under this Supplemental Indenture and issued under the Indenture (as supplemented and amended by this Supplemental Indenture) shall be
$750,000,000.
Section 2.02. Form and Denomination. The Notes and the Trustee’s certificate of authentication to be endorsed thereon are to be substantially in
the form set forth in Exhibit A hereto. The Notes shall be initially issued in global form in accordance with Section 2.3 of the Base Indenture. The
Company shall issue the Notes in minimum denominations of $2,000 and in integral multiples of $1,000 in excess thereof.
Section 2.03. Terms of Notes. The Notes shall be issued as Registered Securities. The terms of the Notes set forth in the form of Note attached as
Exhibit A hereto are incorporated by reference into this Supplemental Indenture. Except as otherwise provided in this Supplemental Indenture or the
Notes, the Notes shall be subject to the terms of the Base Indenture. In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of this Supplemental
Indenture and the provisions of the Base Indenture as heretofore supplemented, the provisions of this Supplemental Indenture shall be controlling with
respect to the Notes.
Section 2.04. Defeasance and Covenant Defeasance. Clauses (2) and (3) of Section 4.2 of the Base Indenture will apply, and clause (4)(f) of
Section 4.2 of the Base Indenture will not apply, to the Notes.
Section 2.05. Additional Notes. The Company will initially issue $750,000,000 aggregate principal amount of the Notes. The Notes may be
reopened, without the consent of the Holders thereof, for increases in the aggregate principal amount of the Notes and issuance of additional Notes. Any
such additional Notes shall be consolidated and form a single series with, and shall have the same terms as to status, redemption or otherwise as the
Notes then Outstanding, except for issue date, issue price and, if applicable, first interest payment date and the first date from which interest accrues. No
such additional Notes may be issued if an Event of Default under the Indenture has occurred and is continuing with respect to the Notes. In the event
that any such additional Notes are not fungible with the Notes issued under this Supplemental Indenture for U.S. federal income tax purposes, such
additional Notes will have a separate CUSIP, ISIN, or other identifying number so that they are distinguishable from the Notes.

Section 2.06. Original Issue of Notes. The Notes may, upon effectiveness of this Supplemental Indenture, be executed by the Company and
delivered to the Trustee for authentication, and the Trustee shall, upon receipt of a Company Order, authenticate and deliver such Notes as in such
Company Order provided.
Section 2.07. Events of Default.
(a) Clause (5) of Section 5.1 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“if any event of default as defined in any mortgage, indenture or instrument under which there may be issued, or by which there may be secured or
evidenced, any Indebtedness of the Company, whether such Indebtedness now exists or shall hereafter be created, shall happen and shall result in
such Indebtedness in principal amount in excess of $125,000,000 becoming or being declared due and payable prior to the date on which it would
otherwise become due and payable, and such acceleration shall not be rescinded or annulled within a period of 30 days after there shall have been
given, by registered or certified mail, to the Company by the Trustee or to the Company and the Trustee by the Holders of at least 25% in principal
amount of the Outstanding Securities of such series, a written notice specifying such event of default and requiring the Company to cause such
acceleration to be rescinded or annulled or to cause such Indebtedness to be discharged and stating that such notice is a “Notice of Default”
hereunder; or.”
(b) Clause (6) of Section 5.1 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“the Company shall fail within 60 days to pay, bond or otherwise discharge any uninsured judgment or court order for the payment of money in
excess of $125,000,000, which is not stayed on appeal or is not otherwise being appropriately contested in good faith; or.”
(c) The first paragraph of Section 5.13 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“The Holders of not less than a majority in principal amount of the Outstanding Securities of any series on behalf of the Holders of all the
Securities of such series then Outstanding and any Coupons appertaining thereto may waive any existing default hereunder with respect to such
series and its consequences, except:
(1) a continuing default in the payment of the principal of, any premium or interest on, or any Additional Amounts with respect to, any Security of
such series or any Coupons appertaining thereto (with the exception of a

rescission of acceleration of a series of Securities by the Holders of at least a majority in aggregate principal amount of the Outstanding Securities
of such series and a waiver of the default in the payment that resulted from such acceleration), or
(2) where such Holders would waive any payment upon the redemption of any Security (excluding any payment to Holders required by the
covenant described under the caption “Change of Control” in the certificate representing such Security).”
Section 2.08. Supplemental Indentures.
(a) “interests of the Holders” in clause (3) of Section 9.1 of the Base Indenture shall be replaced with “legal rights of the Holders.”
(b) Clause (6) of Section 9.1 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“to cure any ambiguity or to correct or supplement any provision herein which may be defective or inconsistent with any other provision herein;
or.”
(c) Clause (9) of Section 9.1 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“to supplement any of the provisions of this Indenture to such extent as shall be necessary to permit or facilitate the defeasance or discharge of any
series of Securities pursuant to Article Four; or.”
(d) Clause (10) of Section 9.1 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“to secure the Securities (or to release such security as permitted by this Indenture and the applicable security documents); or.”
(e) Clause (12) of Section 9.1 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“to amend or supplement any provision contained herein or in any supplemental indenture, provided that no such amendment or supplement shall
adversely affect the legal rights of the Holders of Securities then Outstanding in any material respect; or.”
(f) The following clauses will be added after clause (12) in Section 9.1 of the Base Indenture:

“(13) to conform the text of this Indenture or the Notes to any provision of the “Description of the Notes” section of the Company’s prospectus
supplement, dated October 29, 2020, relating to the offering of the Notes to the extent that such provision of such section was intended to be a
verbatim recitation of a provision of this Indenture or the Notes, which intent may be evidenced by an Officer’s Certificate to that effect; or”;
“(14) to comply with the procedures of The Depository Trust Company, the Euroclear System or Clearstream Banking, S.A., as applicable; or”;
and
“(15) to allow a Person to guarantee obligations of the Company under this Indenture and any Securities by executing a supplemental indenture
(or to release any guarantor from such guarantee as provided or permitted by the terms of this Indenture and such guarantee).”
(g) Clause (1) of Section 9.2 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“change the Stated Maturity of the principal of, or any premium or installment of interest on or any Additional Amounts with respect to, any
Security, or reduce the principal amount thereof or the rate of interest thereon or any Additional Amounts with respect thereto, or any premium
payable upon the redemption thereof (excluding the covenant described under the caption “Change of Control” in the certificate representing such
Security), or change the obligation of the Company to pay Additional Amounts pursuant to Section 10.4 (except as contemplated by Section 8.1(1)
and permitted by Section 9.1(1)), or reduce the amount of the principal of an Original Issue Discount Security that would be due and payable upon
a declaration of acceleration of the Maturity thereof pursuant to Section 5.2 or the amount thereof provable in bankruptcy pursuant to Section 5.4,
or change the Currency in which the principal of, any premium or interest on, or any Additional Amounts with respect to any Security is payable,
or impair the right to institute suit for the enforcement of any such payment on or after the Stated Maturity thereof (or, in the case of redemption,
on or after the Redemption Date or, in the case of repayment at the option of the Holder, on or after the date for repayment), or.”
(h) Clause (2) of Section 9.2 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“reduce the percentage in principal amount of the Outstanding Securities of any series whose Holders are required for quorum, the consent of
whose Holders is required for any such supplemental indenture, or the

consent of whose Holders is required for any waiver (of compliance with certain provisions of this Indenture or certain defaults hereunder and
their consequences) provided for in this Indenture, or.”
(i)

Clause (3) of Section 9.2 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read as follows:

“modify any of the provisions of this Section, Section 5.13 or the provisions regarding the rights of the Holders to receive payments of the
principal of, or premium, if any, or interest, if any, on the Securities, except to increase any such percentage or to provide that certain other provisions of
this Indenture cannot be modified or waived without the consent of the Holder of each Outstanding Security affected thereby, or.”
Section 2.09. Covenants.
(a) Clause (1)(e) of Section 10.5 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“purchase money Mortgages and construction Mortgages on property created prior to, at the time of, or within 360 days (or thereafter if such
Mortgage is created pursuant to a binding commitment entered into prior to, at the time of, or within 360 days) after the relevant acquisition
(including, without limitation, acquisition through merger or consolidation), construction, alteration, improvement or repair of such property (or
the completion of such construction, alteration, improvement or repair or commencement of commercial operation of such property, whichever is
later) to secure or provide for the payment of all or any part of the price thereof so long as such Mortgages are no greater than the payment or
price, as the case may be, for the property acquired, constructed, altered, improved or repaired (plus an amount equal to any fees, expenses or
other costs payable in connection therewith);”
(b) The following clauses will be added after clause (1)(f) in Section 10.5 of the Base Indenture:
“(g) Mortgages created in connection with a project financed with, and created to secure, Indebtedness or lease payment obligations (in each case,
the “Nonrecourse Obligation”) substantially related to (i) the acquisition of assets not previously owned by the Company or any Subsidiary; or
(ii) the financing of a project involving the development or expansion of the Company or any Subsidiary’s properties, as to which the obligee with
respect to such Indebtedness or obligations has no recourse to the Company or any Subsidiary or any of the Company’s or any Subsidiary’s assets
other than the assets which were acquired with the proceeds of such transaction or the project financed with the proceeds of such transaction (and
the proceeds thereof); or” and

“(h) Mortgages arising from the sale of accounts receivable for which fair value is received; or.”
(c) Current clause (1)(g) of Section 10.5 of the Base Indenture shall become clause (1)(i) and shall be amended by replacing (i) “premium or
fee” with “costs, expenses, premiums, fees, prepayment penalties or similar charges” and (ii) in every instance, “Clauses (a) to (f)” with “Clauses (a) to
(h).”
(d) Clause (2) of Section 10.5 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 10.5(1), the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary may issue, assume or guarantee Indebtedness
secured by Mortgages which would otherwise be subject to the restrictions of Section 10.5(1) in an aggregate amount which, together with all
Attributable Debt outstanding pursuant to Section 10.6(2) and all Indebtedness outstanding pursuant to this Section 10.5(2), does not exceed, in
the aggregate, 15% of Consolidated Net Worth. Any Mortgage that is granted to secure any Securities under this covenant shall be automatically
released and discharged concurrently with the release of the Mortgage that gave rise to the obligation to secure such Securities under this
covenant. In addition, any Sale and Lease-Back Transactions incurred pursuant to clauses (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi) or (vii) of Section 10.6(1) below
shall be deemed to be permitted pursuant to this covenant.”
(e) Clause (1) of Section 10.6 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
(f) “The Company will not, nor will it permit any Restricted Subsidiary to, enter into any Sale and Lease-Back Transaction with respect to
any Principal Property (except if (i) the transaction provides for a lease for a term, including any renewal thereof, of not more than three years;
(ii) the purchaser’s commitment is obtained within 360 days after the acquisition (including, without limitation, acquisition through merger or
consolidation), construction or placing in service (or the completion of such construction or placing in service, whichever is later) of the Principal
Property; (iii) the rent payable pursuant to such lease is to be reimbursed under a contract with the United States Government or instrumentality or
agency thereof; (iv) the transaction is between the Company and a Restricted Subsidiary or between Subsidiaries; (v) the Company or such
Restricted Subsidiary would be entitled, as described in Section 10.5 above, to issue, assume or guarantee Indebtedness secured by a Mortgage

on Principal Property without equally and ratably securing any Securities; (vi) the Company or such Restricted Subsidiary, within 360 days after
the effective date of the transaction, applies, or causes to be applied, to the retirement of the Securities or other Indebtedness of the Company or a
Restricted Subsidiary an amount equal to (1) either (A) the lesser of the net proceeds of the sale or transfer or the book value at the date of such
sale or transfer of the Principal Property leased, if the transaction is for cash; or (B) the fair market value (as determined by the board of directors
of the Company in good faith) of the Principal Property leased, if the transaction is for other than cash; minus (2) the amount equal to the principal
amount of any Securities delivered to the Trustee within such 360 days for cancellation and the principal amount of Indebtedness voluntarily
retired (including any premium or fee paid in connection therewith) within such 360 days; or (vii) the lease payment is created in connection with
a project financed with, and such obligation constitutes, a Nonrecourse Obligation).”
(g) Clause (2) of Section 10.6 of the Base Indenture shall be amended to read in its entirety as follows:
“Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1) of Section 10.6, the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary may enter into a Sale and Lease-Back
Transaction which would otherwise be subject to the restrictions of clause (1) of Section 10.6 so long as all Indebtedness outstanding pursuant to clause
(2) of Section 10.5, and all Attributable Debt outstanding pursuant to clause (2) of this Section 10.6, does not exceed, in the aggregate, 15% of
Consolidated Net Worth.”
ARTICLE 3
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 3.01. Ratification of Indenture. The Indenture, as supplemented and amended by this Supplemental Indenture, is in all respects ratified and
confirmed, and this Supplemental Indenture shall be deemed part of the Indenture in the manner and to the extent herein and therein provided; provided
that the provisions, including Article 2, of this Supplemental Indenture apply solely with respect to the Notes.
Section 3.02. Trustee Not Responsible for Recitals. The recitals herein contained are made by the Company and not by the Trustee, and the Trustee
assumes no responsibility for the correctness thereof. The Trustee makes no representation as to the validity or sufficiency of this Supplemental
Indenture or of the Notes. The Trustee shall not be accountable for the use or application by the Company of the Notes or the proceeds thereof.

Section 3.03. Governing Law. THIS SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH, THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, SECTION 5-1401 OF THE NEW YORK
GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW OR ANY SUCCESSOR TO SUCH A STATUTE).
Section 3.04. Conflict With Trust Indenture Act. If any provision of this Supplemental Indenture limits, qualifies or conflicts with any provision of
the Trust Indenture Act that is required under the Trust Indenture Act to be part of and govern any provision of this Supplemental Indenture, the
provision of the Trust Indenture Act shall control. If any provision of this Supplemental Indenture modifies or excludes any provision of the Trust
Indenture Act that may be so modified or excluded, the provision of the Trust Indenture Act shall be deemed to apply to the Indenture as so modified or
to be excluded by this Supplemental Indenture, as the case may be.
Section 3.05. Separability. In case any provision in this Supplemental Indenture or in the Notes shall be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the
validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby.
Section 3.06. Counterparts Originals. This Supplemental Indenture may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which so executed
shall be deemed to be an original, but all such counterparts shall together constitute but one and the same instrument.
Section 3.07. Electronic Execution. This Ninth Supplemental Indenture may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be an
original, but such counterparts shall together constitute but one and the same instrument. The exchange of copies of this Ninth Supplemental Indenture
and of signature pages that are executed by manual signatures that are scanned, photocopied or faxed or by other electronic signing created on an
electronic platform (such as DocuSign) or by digital signing (such as Adobe Sign) that is approved by the Trustee, shall constitute effective execution
and delivery of this Ninth Supplemental Indenture for all purposes. Signatures of the parties hereto that are executed by manual signatures that are
scanned, photocopied or faxed or by other electronic signing created on an electronic platform (such as DocuSign) or by digital signing (such as Adobe
Sign) that is approved by the Trustee, shall be deemed to be their original signatures for all purposes of this Ninth Supplemental Indenture as to the
parties hereto and may be used in lieu of the original.
Anything in the Indenture, the Notes or this Ninth Supplemental Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding, for the purposes of the transactions
contemplated by this Ninth Supplemental Indenture, the Notes and any document to be signed

in connection with the Base Indenture, this Ninth Supplemental Indenture or the Notes (including the Notes themselves and amendments, waivers,
consents and other modifications, Officer’s Certificates and Opinions of Counsel and other related documents) or the transactions contemplated hereby
may be signed by manual signatures that are scanned, photocopied or faxed or other electronic signatures created on an electronic platform (such as
DocuSign) or by digital signature (such as Adobe Sign) that is approved by the Trustee, and contract formations on electronic platforms approved by the
Trustee, and the keeping of records in electronic form, are hereby authorized, and each shall be of the same legal effect, validity or enforceability as a
manually executed signature in ink or the use of a paper-based recordkeeping system, as the case may be.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Ninth Supplemental Indenture to be duly executed as of the day and year first above
written.
STANLEY BLACK & DECKER, INC.
By:

/s/ Robert T. Paternostro
Name: Robert T. Paternostro
Title: Vice President, Treasury

THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON TRUST
COMPANY, N.A., as Trustee
By:

/s/ Lawrence M. Kusch
Name: Lawrence M. Kusch
Title: Vice President

[Signature page to Ninth Supplemental Indenture]

EXHIBIT A
[UNLESS THIS CERTIFICATE IS PRESENTED BY AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DEPOSITORY TRUST COMPANY TO
THE COMPANY OR ITS AGENT FOR REGISTRATION OF TRANSFER, EXCHANGE OR PAYMENT, AND ANY CERTIFICATE ISSUED IS
REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF CEDE & CO. OR TO SUCH OTHER ENTITY AS IS REQUESTED BY AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE DEPOSITORY TRUST COMPANY (AND ANY PAYMENT HEREON IS MADE TO CEDE & CO.), ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE OR
OTHER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR OTHERWISE BY OR TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL SINCE THE REGISTERED OWNER
HEREOF, CEDE & CO., HAS AN INTEREST HEREIN.
TRANSFERS OF THIS GLOBAL SECURITY SHALL BE LIMITED TO TRANSFERS, IN WHOLE BUT NOT IN PART, TO NOMINEES OF THE
DEPOSITORY TRUST COMPANY OR TO A SUCCESSOR THEREOF OR SUCH SUCCESSOR’S NOMINEE AND TRANSFERS OF PORTIONS
OF THIS GLOBAL SECURITY SHALL BE LIMITED TO TRANSFERS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INDENTURE.]*
* Include in Global Security only.

REGISTERED
No.

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT: $
CUSIP:
STANLEY BLACK & DECKER, INC.
2.750% Notes due 2050

STANLEY BLACK & DECKER, INC., a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Connecticut (herein referred to as
the “Company,” which term includes any successor Person under the Indenture), for value received, hereby promises to pay to [CEDE & CO.]*, or its
registered assigns, the principal sum [of
][set forth in Schedule I hereto]* on November 15, 2050 (the “Stated Maturity”), and to pay interest on
said principal sum semi-annually in arrears on May 15 and November 15 of each year commencing May 15, 2021 (each an “Interest Payment Date”)
at the rate of 2.750% per annum, until the principal hereof is paid or made available for payment. Interest on the Securities of this series will accrue from
November 2, 2020 (the “Issue Date”), to the first Interest Payment Date, and thereafter will accrue from the last Interest Payment Date to which interest
has been paid or duly provided for. In the event that any Interest Payment Date or the date of Stated Maturity is not a Business Day, then payment of
interest, principal or premium, if any, payable on such date will be made on the next succeeding day which is a Business Day (and without any interest
or other payment in respect of such delay) with the same force and effect as if made on the Interest Payment Date or the date of Stated Maturity, as the
case may be. The interest so payable, and punctually paid or duly provided for, on any Interest Payment Date will, as provided in such Indenture, be paid
to the Person in whose name this Security (or one or more Predecessor Securities) is registered at the close of business on May 1 or November 1, as the
case may be (the “Regular Record Date”), immediately preceding the relevant Interest Payment Date, provided, however, that interest payable at
Maturity will be paid to the Person to whom principal is paid. Any such interest not so punctually paid or duly provided for will forthwith cease to be
payable to the Holder on such Regular Record Date and may either be paid to the Person in whose name this Security (or one or more Predecessor
Securities) is registered at the close of business on a Special Record Date for the payment of such Defaulted Interest to be fixed by the Company, notice
whereof shall be given to Holders of Securities of this series not less than 10 days prior to such Special Record Date, or be paid at any time in any other
lawful manner not inconsistent with the requirements of any securities exchange on which the Securities of this series may be listed, and upon such
notice as may be required by such exchange, all as more fully provided in the Indenture referred to on the reverse hereof.
* Include in Global Security only.

The principal of and premium, if any, and each installment of interest on this Security, and registrations of transfers and exchanges, will be made
at the office or agency of the Company in the Borough of Manhattan, The City of New York, provided that the payment of interest may be made at the
option of the Company by check mailed to the address of the persons entitled thereto or by wire transfer to an account designated by the person entitled
thereto; and provided further that so long as the Securities of this series are registered in the name of The Depository Trust Company or its nominee all
payments of principal, premium, if any, and interest in respect of this Security will be made in immediately available funds. Notices and demands to or
upon the Company in respect of this Security or the Indenture (as hereinafter defined) may be made at the office of the Trustee at The Bank of New York
Mellon Trust Company, N.A., 2 North LaSalle Street, Suite 700, Chicago, IL 60602.
Reference is hereby made to the further provisions of this Security set forth on the reverse hereof, which further provisions shall for all purposes
have the same effect as if set forth at this place. Any capitalized term which is used herein and not otherwise defined shall have the meaning ascribed to
such term in the Indenture.

Unless the certificate of authentication hereon has been executed by the Trustee referred to below by manual signature, this Security shall not be
entitled to any benefit under the Indenture or be valid or obligatory for any purpose.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has caused this instrument to be duly executed.
STANLEY BLACK & DECKER, INC.
By:
Name:
Title:
TRUSTEE’S CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICATION
This is one of the Securities of the series designated therein referred to in the within-mentioned Indenture.
Date:
THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON TRUST
COMPANY, N.A., as Trustee
By:
Authorized Signatory

REVERSE OF SECURITY
This Security is one of a duly authorized issue of securities of the Company (herein called the “Securities”), designated as its 2.750% Notes due
2050, all issued and to be issued under the Indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002 (as heretofore supplemented and amended, the “Base Indenture”),
between the Company and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as successor trustee (the “Trustee”) to JP Morgan Chase Bank N.A., as
supplemented by the Ninth Supplemental Indenture, dated as of November 2, 2020 (the “Ninth Supplemental Indenture,” and, together with the Base
Indenture, the “Indenture”), between the Company and the Trustee, creating such issue and to which reference is made for a statement of the respective
rights, limitations of rights, duties and immunities thereunder of the Company, the Trustee and the Holders of the Securities and of the terms upon which
the Securities are, and are to be, authenticated and delivered.
General Provisions
The provisions for defeasance of the entire Indebtedness of this Security upon compliance with certain conditions set forth in the Indenture shall
apply to the Securities.
If an Event of Default with respect to Securities shall occur and be continuing, the principal of the Securities may be declared due and payable in
the manner and with the effect provided in the Indenture.
The Indenture permits, with certain exceptions as therein provided, the amendment thereof by supplemental indenture and the modification of the
rights and obligations of the Company and the rights of the Holders of the Securities of each series to be affected under the Indenture by the Company
(when authorized by or pursuant to a Board Resolution) and the Trustee with the consent of the Holders of a majority in principal amount of the
Securities at the time Outstanding of each series to be affected. The Indenture contains provisions permitting the Holders of a majority in aggregate
principal amount of the Securities of a series then Outstanding, on behalf of the Holders of all Securities of such series, to waive compliance by the
Company with certain provisions of the Indenture. The Indenture also contains provisions permitting the Holders of a majority in principal amount of
the Securities of each series at the time Outstanding, on behalf of the Holders of all Securities of such series, to waive certain existing defaults under the
Indenture and their consequences. Any such consent or waiver by the Holder of this Security shall be conclusive and binding upon such Holder and
upon all future Holders of this Security and of any Security issued upon the registration of transfer hereof or in exchange herefor or in lieu hereof,
whether or not notation of such consent or waiver is made upon this Security.

As provided in and subject to the provisions of the Indenture, the Holder of this Security shall not have the right to institute any proceeding with
respect to the Indenture or for the appointment of a receiver or trustee or for any other remedy thereunder, unless such Holder shall have previously
given the Trustee written notice of a continuing Event of Default with respect to the Securities, the Holders of not less than 25% in aggregate principal
amount of the Securities of such series at the time Outstanding in respect of which an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, shall have
made written request to the Trustee to institute proceedings in respect of such Event of Default in its own name as Trustee and offered the Trustee
indemnity reasonably satisfactory to the Trustee, the Trustee for 60 days after receipt of such notice, request and offer of indemnity shall have failed to
institute any such proceeding, and no direction inconsistent with such written request shall have been given to the Trustee during such 60-day period by
the Holders of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the Securities of such series at the time Outstanding in respect of which an Event of Default
shall have occurred and be continuing. The foregoing shall not apply to any suit instituted by the Holder of this Security for the enforcement of any
payment of principal hereof, any premium, or interest hereon on or after the respective due dates expressed herein.
No reference herein to the Indenture and no provision of this Security or of the Indenture shall alter or impair the obligation of the Company,
which is absolute and unconditional, to pay the principal of and any premium and interest on this Security at the times, place and rate, and in the coin or
currency, herein prescribed.
The Securities of this issue are issuable only in registered form without coupons in minimum denominations of $2,000 and integral multiples of
$1,000 in excess thereof.
As provided in the Indenture and subject to certain limitations therein set forth, Securities of this issue are exchangeable for a like aggregate
principal amount of Securities of this issue and of like tenor and of authorized denominations, as requested by the Holder surrendering the same. No
service charge shall be made for any such registration of transfer or exchange, but the Company may require payment of a sum sufficient to cover any
tax or other governmental charge payable in connection therewith.
The Company, the Trustee and any agent of the Company or the Trustee may treat the Person in whose name this Security is registered as the
absolute owner hereof for all purposes, whether or not this Security be overdue, and neither the Company, the Trustee nor any such agent shall be
affected by notice to the contrary.

This Security shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York (including, without limitation,
Section 5-1401 of the New York General Obligations Law or any successor to such a statute).
All terms used in this Security which are defined in the Indenture shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Indenture.
Optional Redemption
The Company may redeem the Securities, in whole or in part (equal to an integral multiple of $1,000; provided that these Securities shall not be in
denominations of less than $2,000), at its option at any time and from time to time. The Redemption Price for the Securities to be redeemed will be
equal to the greater of (i) 100% of the principal amount of the Securities to be redeemed, or (ii) the sum of the present values of the remaining scheduled
payments of interest and principal on the Securities to be redeemed (exclusive of interest accrued and unpaid to, but excluding, the Redemption Date
and assuming the Securities called for redemption matured on the applicable Par Call Date) discounted to the Redemption Date on a semi-annual basis,
assuming a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day months, at the Treasury Rate plus 20 basis points, plus accrued and unpaid interest to, but
excluding, the Redemption Date. The principal amount of a Security remaining outstanding after a redemption in part shall be $2,000 or an integral
multiple of $1,000 in excess thereof. Notice of redemption shall be mailed (or otherwise transmitted in accordance with the procedures of The
Depository Trust Company (“DTC”)) to each registered Holder of the Securities to be redeemed at least 10 days, and not more than 60 days (except that
notices of redemption may be mailed (or otherwise transmitted in accordance with DTC procedures) more than 60 days prior to a Redemption Date if
issued in connection with a defeasance of the applicable Securities or a satisfaction and discharge of the Indenture), prior to the Redemption Date. Once
notice of redemption is mailed (or otherwise transmitted in accordance with the procedures of DTC), the Securities called for redemption shall become
due and payable on the Redemption Date and at the Redemption Price, plus accrued and unpaid interest to, but excluding, the Redemption Date.
Commencing on the applicable Par Call Date, the Securities are redeemable at the option of the Company, at any time in whole or from time to
time in part, at a Redemption Price equal to 100% of the principal amount of the Securities being redeemed, plus accrued and unpaid interest on the
Securities to be redeemed to, but excluding, the Redemption Date.
For purposes of this paragraph, the following definitions are applicable:
“Comparable Treasury Issue” means the United States Treasury security or securities selected by an Independent Investment Banker as having
an actual or

interpolated maturity comparable to the remaining term of the Securities to be redeemed (assuming for this purpose that such Securities mature on the
Par Call Date) that would be utilized, at the time of selection and in accordance with customary financial practice, in pricing new issues of corporate
debt securities of a comparable maturity to the remaining term of such Securities.
“Comparable Treasury Price” means, with respect to any Redemption Date, (A) the arithmetic average, as determined by the Company, of the
Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations for such Redemption Date, after excluding the highest and lowest such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, or
(B) if the Company obtains fewer than four such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, the arithmetic average, as determined by the Company, of all
such quotations for such Redemption Date.
“Independent Investment Banker” means one of the Reference Treasury Dealers appointed by the Company; provided, that if such Reference
Treasury Dealer ceases to be a Primary Treasury Dealer, the Company will substitute another Primary Treasury Dealer.
“Par Call Date” means, with respect to the Securities, May 15, 2050 (six months prior to the Stated Maturity of the Securities).
“Reference Treasury Dealer” means each of Barclays Capital Inc., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC and Morgan
Stanley & Co. LLC (or one of their respective successors or affiliates upon written notification to the Company); provided, that if any of the foregoing
dealers shall cease to be a primary U.S. Government securities dealer in the United States (a “Primary Treasury Dealer”), the Company will substitute
another Primary Treasury Dealer.
“Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations” means, with respect to each Reference Treasury Dealer and any Redemption Date, the arithmetic
average, as determined by the Company, of the bid and asked prices for the Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed in each case as a percentage of its
principal amount) quoted in writing to the Company by such Reference Treasury Dealer at 3:30 p.m., New York City time, on the third business day
preceding such Redemption Date.
“Treasury Rate” means, with respect to any Redemption Date, the rate per annum equal to the semiannual equivalent yield to maturity or
interpolated (on a day count basis) of the Comparable Treasury Issue, assuming a price for the Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed as a percentage of
its principal amount) equal to the Comparable Treasury Price for such Redemption Date.
The Trustee shall have no duty or obligation to calculate any Redemption Price or any component thereof and the Trustee shall be entitled to
receive and conclusively rely upon an Officer’s Certificate delivered by the Company that specifies any Redemption Price.

Interest shall cease to accrue on the Securities, or any portion thereof called for redemption, on and after the Redemption Date for the Securities,
unless the Company defaults in the payment of the Redemption Price. The Company, on or before the Redemption Date for the Securities, shall deposit
with a paying agent, or the Trustee, funds sufficient to pay the Redemption Price of and accrued and unpaid interest on such Securities to be redeemed
on such date. If less than all of the Securities are to be redeemed, the Securities to be redeemed shall be selected by the Trustee on a pro rata basis, by
lot, or by any other method as the Trustee deems fair and appropriate.
Except as set forth below under the caption “Change of Control,” the Company shall not be obligated to redeem or purchase any of such Securities
at the option of any Holder thereof.
The Securities shall not be convertible into shares of Common Stock and/or exchangeable for other securities.
Change of Control
If a Change of Control Triggering Event occurs, Holders shall have the right to require the Company to repurchase all or any part (equal to an
integral multiple of $1,000) of the Holders’ Securities pursuant to the offer described below (the “Change of Control Offer”); provided that the
principal amount of its Securities outstanding after a repurchase in part shall be $2,000 or an integral multiple of $1,000 in excess thereof. In the Change
of Control Offer, the Company will offer payment in cash equal to 101% of the aggregate principal amount of Securities to be repurchased plus accrued
and unpaid interest, if any, on the Securities repurchased, to, but excluding, the date of repurchase (the “Change of Control Payment”). Within 30 days
following any Change of Control Triggering Event, or at the Company’s option (if an agreement is in place for the Change of Control at the time of
making of the Change of Control Offer), prior to any Change of Control, the Company shall mail (or otherwise transmit in accordance with DTC
procedures) a notice to the Holders describing the transaction or transactions that constitute or may constitute the Change of Control Triggering Event
and offering to repurchase the Securities on the date specified in the notice, which date will be no earlier than 10 days and no later than 60 days from the
date such notice is mailed (or otherwise transmit in accordance with DTC procedures) (the “Change of Control Payment Date”), pursuant to the
procedures described in such notice. The notice will, if mailed (or otherwise transmitted in accordance with DTC procedures) prior to the date of
consummation of the Change of Control, state that the Change of Control Offer is conditioned on the Change of Control or the Change of Control
Triggering Event

occurring on or prior to the Change of Control Payment Date. The Company shall comply with the requirements of Rule 14e-1 under the Exchange Act
and any other securities laws and regulations thereunder to the extent those laws and regulations are applicable in connection with the repurchase of the
Securities as a result of a Change of Control Triggering Event. To the extent that the provisions of any securities laws or regulations conflict with the
Change of Control provisions of the Securities, the Company shall comply with the applicable securities laws and regulations and shall not be deemed to
have breached its obligations under the Change of Control provisions of the Securities by virtue of such conflicts.
On the Change of Control Payment Date, the Company will, to the extent lawful:
•

accept for payment all Securities or portions of Securities properly tendered pursuant to the Change of Control Offer;

•

deposit with the Paying Agent an amount equal to the Change of Control Payment in respect of all Securities or portions of Securities
properly tendered; and

•

mail (or otherwise transmit in accordance with DTC procedures) or cause to be mailed (or otherwise transmitted in accordance with DTC
procedures) to the Trustee the Securities properly accepted together with an Officer’s Certificate stating the aggregate principal amount of
Securities or portions of Securities being purchased by the Company and the amount to be paid by the Paying Agent.

The Company will not be required to make a Change of Control Offer upon a Change of Control Triggering Event if (i) a third party makes such
an offer in the manner, at the times and otherwise in compliance with the requirements for a Change of Control Offer made by the Company, and such
third party purchases all Securities properly tendered and not withdrawn under its offer; or (ii) a notice of redemption has been given pursuant to this
Indenture as described above under the caption “Optional Redemption,” pursuant to which the Company has exercised its right to redeem the Securities
in full, unless and until there is a default in payment of the applicable Redemption Price.
If Holders of not less than 90% in aggregate principal amount of the Securities then outstanding validly tender and do not withdraw such
Securities in a Change of Control Offer and the Company, or any third party making such an offer in lieu of the Company as described above, purchases
all of the Securities properly tendered and not withdrawn by such Holders, the Company or such third party will have the right, upon not less than 10
days’ nor more than 60 days’ prior

notice (provided, that such notice is mailed (or otherwise transmitted in accordance with DTC procedures) not more than 60 days following such
repurchase pursuant to the Change of Control Offer described above) to redeem all Securities that remain outstanding following such purchase on a date
specified in such notice (the “Second Change of Control Payment Date”) and at a price in cash equal to 101% of the aggregate principal amount of the
Securities repurchased plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, on the Securities repurchased to, but excluding, the Second Change of Control Payment
Date.
The Trustee shall have no duty to monitor or determine whether or not a Change of Control Triggering Event (or any of its components) has
occurred. The Trustee may conclusively presume that a Change of Control Triggering Event (or any of its components) has not occurred, unless and
until notified to the contrary by the Company or by the Holders of the Securities in the manner provided in the Indenture.
For purposes of the paragraphs under the caption “Change of Control”, the following definitions are applicable:
“Below Investment Grade Rating Event” means the rating of the Securities is lowered below an Investment Grade Rating by each of the Rating
Agencies on any date from the date of the public notice of an arrangement that could result in a Change of Control until the end of the 60-day period
following public notice of the occurrence of the Change of Control (which 60-day period shall be extended so long as the rating of the Securities is
under publicly announced consideration for possible downgrade by any of the Rating Agencies; provided that no such extension shall occur if on such
60th day the Securities have an Investment Grade Rating from at least one Rating Agency and are not subject to review for possible downgrade by such
Rating Agency), and provided further, that a Below Investment Grade Rating Event shall not be deemed to have occurred in respect of a particular
Change of Control (and thus will not be deemed a Below Investment Grade Rating Event for purposes of the definition of Change of Control Triggering
Event) if each Rating Agency making the reduction in rating does not publicly announce or confirm or inform the Company that the reduction was the
result, in whole or in part, of any event or circumstance comprised of, or arising as a result of, or in respect of, the Change of Control (whether or not the
applicable Change of Control has occurred at the time of such reduction).
“Change of Control” means the occurrence of any of the following: (i) the direct or indirect sale, transfer, conveyance or other disposition (other
than by way of merger or consolidation), in one or a series of related transactions, of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company and its
subsidiaries taken as a whole to any Person other than the Company or one of its Subsidiaries; or (ii) the consummation of any transaction (including,
without limitation, any merger or

consolidation) the result of which is that any Person becomes the beneficial owner, directly or indirectly, of more than 50% of the Company’s
outstanding Voting Stock (measured by voting power rather than the number of shares). Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transaction will not be deemed
to involve a Change of Control if (1) the Company becomes a direct or indirect wholly owned Subsidiary of a holding company; and (2) the direct or
indirect holders of the Voting Stock of such holding company immediately following that transaction are substantially the same as the holders of the
Company’s Voting Stock immediately prior to that transaction.
“Change of Control Triggering Event” means the occurrence of both a Change of Control and a Below Investment Grade Rating Event.
“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
“Fitch” means Fitch, Inc. and its successors.
“Investment Grade Rating” means a rating equal to or higher than Baa3 (or the equivalent) by Moody’s, BBB– (or the equivalent) by S&P and
BBB– (or the equivalent) by Fitch.
“Moody’s” means Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., and its successors.
“Person” means any “person” as that term is used in Section 13(d)(3) of the Exchange Act.
“Rating Agencies” means (1) each of Moody’s, S&P and Fitch; and (2) if any of Moody’s, S&P or Fitch ceases to rate the Securities or fails to
make a rating of the Securities publicly available for reasons outside of the control of the Company, a “nationally recognized statistical rating
organization” within the meaning of Section 3(a)(62) under the Exchange Act, selected by the Company (as certified by a resolution of the board of
directors of the Company) as a replacement agency for Moody’s, S&P or Fitch, as the case may be.
“S&P” means S&P Global Ratings Inc. and its successors.
“Voting Stock” of any specified Person as of any date means the capital stock of such Person that is at the time entitled to vote generally in the
election of the board of directors of such Person. Notwithstanding the foregoing or any provision of Rule 13(d)(3) or Rule 13(d)(5) of the Exchange Act,
a Person shall not be deemed to beneficially own the Voting Stock subject to a stock or asset purchase agreement, merger agreement, option agreement,
warrant agreement or similar agreement (or voting, support, option or similar agreement related thereto) until the consummation of the acquisition of the
Voting Stock in connection with the transactions contemplated by such agreement.

Further Issues
The Company will initially issue $750,000,000 aggregate principal amount of the Securities. The Securities may be reopened, without the consent
of the Holders thereof, for increases in the aggregate principal amount of the Securities and issuance of additional Securities. Any additional Securities
shall be consolidated and form a single series with, and shall have the same terms as to status, redemption or otherwise as the Securities then
Outstanding, except for issue date, issue price and, if applicable, first interest payment date and the first date from which interest accrues. No additional
Securities may be issued if an Event of Default under the Indenture has occurred and is continuing with respect to the Securities. In the event that any
such additional Securities are not fungible with the Securities for U.S. federal income tax purposes, such additional Securities will have a separate
CUSIP, ISIN, or other identifying number so that they are distinguishable from the Securities.

TRANSFER NOTICE
FOR VALUE RECEIVED the undersigned registered holder hereby sell(s), assign(s) and transfer(s) unto
(Insert Taxpayer Identification No.)

(Please print or typewrite name and address including zip code of assignee)

the within Security and all rights thereunder, hereby irrevocably constituting and appointing

attorney to transfer such Security on the books of the Company with full power of substitution in the premises.
Date:
NOTICE: The signature to this assignment must correspond with the name as written upon the face of the within-mentioned
instrument in every particular, without alteration or any change whatsoever.
Signature Guarantee:

[Attach to Global Security only]
Schedule I to
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
2.750% Notes due 2050
No.
SCHEDULE OF PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF GLOBAL NOTE
The original principal amount of the note is: $
The following increases or decreases in this Global Note have been made:

Date

Amount of
decrease in
Principal
Amount of this
Global Note

Amount of
increase in
Principal
Amount of this
Global Note

Principal
Amount of this
Global Note
following such
decrease or
increase

Signature of
authorized
signatory of
Trustee or Note
Custodian

Exhibit 5.1
Donald J. Riccitelli
Assistant General Counsel and Assistant
Secretary
1000 Stanley Drive, New Britain, CT 06053
T (860) 827-3989 F (860) 827-3911
November 2, 2020
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
1000 Stanley Drive
New Britain, Connecticut 06053
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am Assistant General Counsel to Stanley Black & Decker, Inc., a Connecticut corporation (the “Company”), and have represented the Company
in connection with the Underwriting Agreement, dated October 29, 2020 (the “Underwriting Agreement”), between the Company and Barclays Capital
Inc., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs & Co LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, as representatives of the several underwriters named
therein (the “Underwriters”), relating to the issuance and sale by the Company to the Underwriters of $750,000,000 aggregate principal amount of the
Company’s 2.750% Notes due 2050 (the “Securities”).
The Securities are to be issued under a base indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002 (the “Base Indenture”), between the Company and The Bank
of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (in such capacity, the “Trustee”), as successor trustee to JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A, as supplemented by a
ninth supplemental indenture, dated as of the date hereof (the “Ninth Supplemental Indenture” and, together with the Base Indenture, the “Indenture”),
between the Company and the Trustee.
This opinion is being furnished in accordance with the requirements of Item 601(b)(5) of Regulation S-K under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the “Securities Act”).
In rendering the opinion set forth herein, I have examined and relied upon originals or copies of the following:
(a) the registration statement on Form S-3 (File No. 333-249689) of the Company relating to debt securities and other securities of the
Company filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) on October 27, 2020 under the Securities Act allowing for delayed
offerings pursuant to Rule 415 of the General Rules and Regulations under the Securities Act (the “Rules and Regulations”), including information
deemed to be a part of the registration statement pursuant to Rule 430B of the Rules and Regulations (such registration statement being hereinafter
referred to as the “Registration Statement”);
(b) the prospectus, dated October 27, 2020 (the “Base Prospectus”), which forms a part of and is included in the Registration Statement;
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(c) the preliminary prospectus supplement, dated October 29, 2020 (together with the Base Prospectus, the “Preliminary Prospectus”),
relating to the Securities, in the form filed with the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) of the Rules and Regulations;
(d) the final prospectus supplement, dated October 29, 2020 (together with the Base Prospectus, the “Prospectus”), relating to the
Securities, in the form filed with the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) of the Rules and Regulations;
(e) an executed copy of the Underwriting Agreement;
(f) an executed copy of the Base Indenture;
(g) an executed copy of the Ninth Supplemental Indenture;
(h) the global certificates (the “Certificates”) evidencing the Securities registered in the name of Cede & Co. executed by the Company
and delivered to the Trustee for authentication and delivery;
(i) the Restated Certificate of Incorporation of the Company, including all amendments as in effect at the date hereof and at all dates
relevant to this opinion;
(j) the Revised Amended & Restated ByLaws of the Company, including all amendments as in effect at all dates relevant to this opinion;
and
(k) certain resolutions of the Board of Directors of the Company, adopted October 13 and 14, 2011, December 2, 2016 and January 2, 2020
and certain resolutions of the sole member of the Special Securities Committee thereof, adopted February 3, 2020 and November 2, 2020.
I have also examined originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to my satisfaction, of such records of the Company and such
agreements, certificates and receipts of public officials, certificates of officers or other representatives of the Company and others, and such other
documents as I have deemed necessary or appropriate as a basis for the opinion set forth herein.
In my examination, I have assumed the genuineness of all signatures, including electronic signatures, the legal capacity and competency of
all natural persons, the authenticity of all documents submitted to me as originals, the conformity to original documents of all documents submitted to
me as facsimile, electronic, certified or photocopied copies and the authenticity of the originals of such copies. In making my examination of executed
documents, I have assumed that the parties thereto, other than the Company, had the power, corporate or other, to enter into and perform all obligations
thereunder and have also assumed the due authorization by all requisite action, corporate or other, and the execution and delivery by such parties of such
documents and the
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validity and binding effect thereof on such parties. As to any facts relevant to the opinion expressed herein that I did not independently establish or
verify, I have relied upon statements and representations of officers and other representatives of the Company and others and of public officials,
including the factual representations and warranties set forth in the Underwriting Agreement.
My opinion set forth herein is limited to those laws of the State of Connecticut that, in my experience, are normally applicable to
transactions of the type contemplated by the Registration Statement and, to the extent that judicial or regulatory orders or decrees or consents, approvals,
licenses, authorizations, validations, filings, recordings or registrations with governmental authorities are relevant, to those required under such laws (all
of the foregoing being referred to as “Opined-on-Law”). I do not express any opinion with respect to the laws of any jurisdiction other than
Opined-on-Law or as to the effect of any such non-Opined-on-Law on the opinion herein stated.
Based upon the foregoing and subject to the limitations, qualifications, exceptions and assumptions set forth herein, I am of the opinion
that the Certificates have been duly authorized by all requisite corporate action on the part of the Company and duly executed by the Company.
I hereby consent to the reference to my name under the heading “Legal Matters” in the Preliminary Prospectus and the Prospectus. In
giving this consent, I do not thereby admit that I am within the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act or
the Rules and Regulations. I also hereby consent to the filing of this opinion with the Commission as Exhibit 5.1 to the Company’s Current Report on
Form 8-K being filed the date hereof and incorporated by reference into the Registration Statement. This opinion is expressed as of the date hereof
unless otherwise expressly stated, and I disclaim any undertaking to advise you of any subsequent changes in the facts stated or assumed herein or of
any subsequent changes in applicable laws.
Very truly yours,
/s/ Donald J. Riccitelli
Donald J. Riccitelli
Assistant General Counsel & Assistant Secretary
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.

Exhibit 5.2
November 2, 2020
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
1000 Stanley Drive
New Britain, Connecticut 06053
Re: StanleyBlack & Decker, Inc. — 2.750% Notes due 2050
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have acted as special New York counsel to Stanley Black & Decker, Inc., a Connecticut corporation (the “Company”), in connection with the
public offering of $750,000,000 aggregate principal amount of the Company’s 2.750% Notes due 2050 (the “Securities”).
The Securities are to be issued under a base indenture, dated as of November 1, 2002 (the “Base Indenture”), between the Company and The Bank
of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. (in such capacity, the “Trustee”), as successor trustee to JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A, as supplemented by an
ninth supplemental indenture, dated as of the date hereof (the “Ninth Supplemental Indenture” and, together with the Base Indenture, the “Indenture”),
between the Company and the Trustee.
This opinion is being furnished in accordance with the requirements of Item 601(b)(5) of Regulation S-K under the Securities Act of 1933 (the
“Securities Act”).
In rendering the opinion stated herein, we have examined and relied upon the following:
(a) the registration statement on Form S-3 (File No. 333-249689) of the Company relating to debt securities and other securities of the Company
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) on October 27, 2020 under the Securities Act, allowing for delayed offerings
pursuant to Rule 415 of the General Rules and Regulations under the Securities Act (the “Rules and Regulations”), including information deemed to be
a part of the registration statement pursuant to Rule 430B of the Rules and Regulations (such registration statement being hereinafter referred to as the
“Registration Statement”);
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(b) an executed copy of the Underwriting Agreement, dated October 29, 2020 (the “Underwriting Agreement”), between the Company and
Barclays Capital Inc., Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, as representatives of the several
underwriters named therein (the “Underwriters”), relating to the sale by the Company to the Underwriters of the Securities;
(c) an executed copy of the Base Indenture;
(d) an executed copy of the Ninth Supplemental Indenture; and
(e) the global certificates evidencing the Securities registered in the name of Cede & Co. (the “Certificates”) executed by the Company and
delivered by the Company to the Trustee for authentication and delivery.
We have also examined originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of such records of the Company and such
agreements, certificates and receipts of public officials, certificates of officers or other representatives of the Company and others, and such other
documents as we have deemed necessary or appropriate as a basis for the opinion stated below.
In our examination, we have assumed the genuineness of all signatures, including electronic signatures, the legal capacity and competency of all
natural persons, the authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals, the conformity to original documents of all documents submitted to us as
facsimile, electronic, certified or photocopied copies, and the authenticity of the originals of such copies. As to any facts relevant to the opinion stated
herein that we did not independently establish or verify, we have relied upon statements and representations of officers and other representatives of the
Company and others and of public officials, including the factual representations and warranties set forth in the Underwriting Agreement.
We do not express any opinion with respect to the laws of any jurisdiction other than the laws of the State of New York.
As used herein, “Transaction Documents” means the Underwriting Agreement, the Indenture and the Certificates.
Based upon the foregoing and subject to the qualifications and assumptions stated herein, we are of the opinion that when the Certificates are duly
authenticated by the Trustee and issued and delivered by the Company against payment therefor in accordance with the terms of the Underwriting
Agreement and the Indenture, the Certificates will constitute valid and binding obligations of the Company, enforceable against the Company in
accordance with their terms under the laws of the State of New York.
The opinion stated herein is subject to the following qualifications:
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(a) we do not express any opinion with respect to the effect on the opinions stated herein of any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization,
moratorium, fraudulent transfer, preference and other similar laws or governmental orders affecting creditors’ rights generally, and the opinions stated
herein are limited by such laws and by general principles of equity (regardless of whether enforcement is sought in equity or at law);
(b) we do not express any opinion with respect to any law, rule or regulation that is applicable to any party to any of the Transaction Documents
or the transactions contemplated thereby solely because such law, rule or regulation is part of a regulatory regime applicable to any such party or any of
its affiliates as a result of the specific assets or business operations of such party or such affiliates;
(c) except to the extent expressly stated in the opinion contained herein, we have assumed that each of the Transaction Documents constitutes
the valid and binding obligation of each party to such Transaction Document, enforceable against such party in accordance with its terms;
(d) we do not express any opinion with respect to the enforceability of any provision contained in any Transaction Document relating to any
indemnification, contribution, non-reliance, exculpation, release, limitation or exclusion of remedies, waiver or other provisions having similar effect
that may be contrary to public policy or violative of federal or state securities laws, rules or regulations, or to the extent any such provision purports to,
or has the effect of, waiving or altering any statute of limitations;
(f) we call to your attention that irrespective of the agreement of the parties to any Transaction Document, a court may decline to hear a case on
grounds of forum non conveniens or other doctrine limiting the availability of such court as a forum for resolution of disputes; in addition, we call to
your attention that we do not express any opinion with respect to the subject matter jurisdiction of the federal courts of the United States of America in
any action arising out of or relating to any Transaction Document; and
(g) to the extent that any opinion relates to the enforceability of the choice of New York law and choice of New York forum provisions
contained in any Transaction Document, the opinion stated herein is subject to the qualification that such enforceability may be subject to, in each case,
(i) the exceptions and limitations in New York General Obligations Law sections 5-1401 and 5-1402 and (ii) principles of comity and constitutionality.
In addition, in rendering the foregoing opinion we have assumed that, at all applicable times:
(a) the Company (i) was duly incorporated and was validly existing and in good standing, (ii) had requisite legal status and legal capacity under
the laws of the jurisdiction of its organization and (iii) has complied and will comply with all aspects of the laws of the jurisdiction of its organization in
connection with the transactions contemplated by, and the performance of its obligations under, the Transaction Documents;
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(b) the Company had the corporate power and authority to execute, deliver and perform all its obligations under each of the Transaction
Documents;
(c) each of the Transaction Documents had been duly authorized, executed and delivered by all requisite corporate action on the part of the
Company;
(d) neither the execution and delivery by the Company of the Transaction Documents nor the performance by the Company of its obligations
thereunder, including the issuance and sale of the Securities: (i) conflicted or will conflict with the certificate of incorporation or bylaws of the
Company, (ii) constituted or will constitute a violation of, or a default under, any lease, indenture, agreement or other instrument to which the Company
or its property is subject (except that we do not make the assumption set forth in this clause (iii) with respect to those agreements or instruments
expressed to be governed by the laws of the State of New York which are listed in Part II of the Registration Statement or the Company’s most recent
Annual Report on Form 10-K), (iv) contravened or will contravene any order or decree of any governmental authority to which the Company or its
property is subject, or (v) violated or will violate any law, rule or regulation to which the Company or its property is subject (except that we do not make
the assumption set forth in this clause (vi) with respect to the laws of the State of New York);
(e) neither the execution and delivery by the Company of the Transaction Documents nor the performance by the Company of its obligations
thereunder, including the issuance and sale of the Securities, required or will require the consent, approval, licensing or authorization of, or any filing,
recording or registration with, any governmental authority under any law, rule or regulation of any jurisdiction; and
(f) the choice of New York law to govern the Indentures and the Securities is a valid and legal provision.
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We hereby consent to the reference to our firm under the heading “Legal Matters” in the prospectuses relating to the Securities in the Registration
Statement. In giving this consent, we do not thereby admit that we are within the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the
Securities Act or the Rules and Regulations. We also hereby consent to the filing of this opinion with the Commission as an exhibit to the Company’s
Current Report on Form 8-K being filed on the date hereof and incorporated by reference into the Registration Statement. This opinion is expressed as
of the date hereof unless otherwise expressly stated, and we disclaim any undertaking to advise you of any subsequent changes in the facts stated or
assumed herein or of any subsequent changes in applicable laws.
Very truly yours,
/s/ Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
GAF

